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I INTRODUCTION 
Location 
The Anson quadrangle lies rn the west central part of the 
State of Maine and is bounded by north latitudes 44°45' and 45°00' 
and west longitudes 69°45 1 and 70°00'. The largest town in the 
quadrangle is Madison , which is· in the south central· part , with 
a population of 2554. The town of Anson adjoins Madison across 
the Kennebec River. The population of Anson is 920. The smaller 
towns include North Anson, located at the confluence of the ~ar­
rabassett and Kennebec Ri v~rs.,. and ,Solon which is on the Kennebec 
River in the northern sector of the quadrangle. Pulp wood logging 
is the most important industry in the area . This raw material is 
• 
{ 
used by the Scott Paper Company in their paper mill a t ' Madison. 
Much of the farm land which was cultivated years ago has since 
been abandoned and has become overgrown. 
The quadrangle is readily accessible from Boston or Portland 
over excellent highways . Route 201 from Waterville connects with 
the new Augusta to Portland turnpike which in turn connects with 
the New Hampshire turnpike to the Massachusetts s tate line. 
Topography and drainage 
The highest point in the Anson quadrangle is located in the 
extreme northwest corner of the quadrangle at an elevation of lQOO 
f eet. The maXimum relief in this area is approximately 1000 feet . 
Black Hill and Savage Hil1 have elevations of 1543 and 1030 feet 
respectively . In general , the elevation decreeses towards the 
southe~st; the elevations in the southeast sector of the quadrangle 
r.anse between 500 to 600 feet . The elevation of the Kennebec 
where it l~aves the quadrangle is approximately 170 feet . The tops 
or the hills are well rounded and for the most part well timbered . 
There are two important . streams flowing through the area -
the Kennebec and its tributary , the Carrabassett River, The Kennebe c 
River 6 ~hioh rises in Moosehead Lake , approximately 35 miles to the 
north . !lows through the quadrangle from north to south and divides 
,. 
the que. ~tangle almost eve.trl:y. Tli'e, Kennebec River serves as a natural 
means of trahsportation for the pulp wood industry . The river flows 
over tour sets of ralls in the quadrangle : one at Carritunk , one at 
! 
dison-Anson, and two just below Madison. The significance of the 
talls will be discussed i n e later section. The average descent ot 
the Kennebec River over its 120 miles length is 8 .55 feet per mile . 
The drop at OarritUhk fallS is about 28 feet . Between the present 
dam at dison and the mouth of the Sandy River , a distance of about 
three miles, there is a fall of 68 feet . There is a 36 foot drop 
betwee~ the Solon dam and the mout h of the Carrabassett River , a 
distanee ot nin6 miles {Barrows, 1907, p . 127). The Carrabassett 
2 
River flows into the quadrangle from west to eas t and joins the Ken-
nebec River approximately in the cent~r of the quadrangle. The Car-
rabassett flows over a series of cascades; and, as it makes junction 
with the Kennebec River, it drops abput 9 feet. 
The quadrangle is wo oded for the most part, except for cer-
tain sections on the gr avel terraces of the Kennebec and Carra-
bassett Rivers and other sparse areas of active farming. Spruce 
is the most common type of tree·. The mean annual precipitation 
is about 43 inches of rain (Barrows, 1907, p. 17). 
The topography is in l ate maturity in the Davisian topo-
graphic cycle. The hi ghest elevations occur in the northern 
.. 
section .and along the extreme- ·.w e~rt.e,rn edge of the quadrangle. 
The extreme northwest e·dge of the quadr angle exhibits to some 
degree the characteristics of topography in mid-maturity as the 
/ 
Kennebec is approached. 
The drainage basin of the Kennebec River encompasses too 
broad an a rea to be considered within the scope of this paper. 
Fenneman (1938, p. 346 limits the White Mountain section 
of the New England Physiographic Province to that area within 
the generalized 1500 foot contour line. Since the h i ghest point 
in the Anson quadrangle is appr oximately 1500 feet, the quad-
rangle may be placed in the New England upland section, just at 
the edge of the White Mountain section. 
The geomorphology of the quadrangle will be discussed in 
detail in a later section. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this paper •is. to provide, if possible, 
I 
some understanding of the geologic history of the Anson quad-
rangle. In order to unravel the geologic history of the area, 
the statigraphy, structural geology , petrology, and geomorphology 
must be considered. A quadrangle, thus, offers a wide variety of 
geologic problems, each of which can be treated by itself, but 
all of which contribute to the geologic hi s tory. The Anson quad-
rangle was chosen because of the wide latitude of problems, and 
... 
also l;)ecause of its pos"i t 'i on in'· a region which has several 
intriguing and important problems which must be solved before the 
l arge scale geologic picture can be understood. It is hoped that 
/ 
this paper will provide information which will be helpful in tying 
in the geology of this area with t he work done in New Hampshire 
and the work currently being conducted in the Katahdin region. 
Previous geological work 
The earliest ment ion of the geology of the Anson quad-
rangle is found in the report of C.T. Jackson in 1838. Jackson 
(1838, p. 51) briefly describes a visit to Carritunk where he 
4 
5 
noticed "hard quart z rock and mica slate ledges". Presumably 
the "hard quartz rock" is the quartzite and the "mica slate l edges " 
are the dark gray phyllite interbe~ded with the quartzite. C.H. 
Hitchcock (1862, pp. 290-3) in the report on the geology of Maine 
mentions two large formations whi~h he pl aced between Skowhegan 
and Bingham; the first- to the ' southeast- he mere ly described 
a s a n argillo-mica schist, the second - in the northwest - he calls 
a clay slate. Hitchcock makes a brief comment on the "Moscow 
slates" which contain the sanie fossils as those found at Water-
ville . Moscow county is in the center of the Bingham quadrangle , 
which adjoins the Anson quadrangle to the north. Hitchcock may 
have been referring to the Waterville graptolites, which are 
~- ~ . 
also t:ound in slates in ··· lia"tervi1le. As far as the writer knows, 
no r ossils have yet been found in the Moscow area by Mr . Charles 
Osgood , who is currently mapping the geology of the Bingham 
.' 
quadr angle . However, Hitchcock's reference may be of some impor-
tance in stratigraphic correl ation as will be mentioned in a 
later section. 
The only ment ion of the Anson quadrangle with reference 
to ore deposits was made by N.H. Emmons (1910, p. 49) . Emmons 
briefly describes the geology of the Robinson mine. The mine 
had been operated intermittently up to that time and work was 
totally dis continued shortly thereafter. 
6 
Keith's (19 33 preliminary geologic map of Maine is very 
generalized s ince most of the data was not obtained from system-
atic detailed mapping , but more than likely the map was compiled 
from \~ i d ely scattered exposures. ..~c cording to Keith, the oldest 
rocks in the Anson quadrangle are 'C~brian and Ordovician gray 
I 
quartzites, grits , and g ray argillite interbedded ·,-d th black and 
gr ay slates. The Silurian rocks consist of limestone , gray sand-
stone , quartzite, argillite, and bl ack, gray, and red sla tes. 
Detailed s ysterr£tic mapping of the Phillips quadrangle 
(see index map has been compl eted by Robert Moench (1954) who 
described and named the stratigraphic units of t he a rea. Pre-
liminary geologic mapp ing v;as carried on in the Hwnford quad-
... 
rangle by Jackson (1953}·> 'ln tli~ Wat erv ille area Perkins (1924 , 
pp. 223-7 describes t he graptolite locali t ies and discusses 
t he ir identificat i on. 
Some physiographic studi es have been conduc ted in the 
general vicinity of the quadrangle. These studies are conc erned 
with the terraces and drainage of the Kennebec and t he i.(.ua-
t ernary marine limit. Antevs (1928, p. 324) describes possible 
marine ~uaternary deposits near Bingham and the general a rea 
between liaterville and Bingham and discuss es the extent of 
t he advance of t he sea in this ar ea . Perkins (1927) reconstructs 
the pre-glacial drainage of the Kennebec River and desc ribes 
7 
its evolutione 
Work in progress 
Seven quadrangles are currently in various stages of mapping 
by Boston University graduate studentse The field work on the 
' Kingfield quadrangle, which borders :the Anson quadrangle on the 
west, has been completed by Mr. Stanley Skapinsky. Mre Harold 
Borns has completed, or has nearly completed the Skowhegan quad-
rangle, which borders the Anson quadrangle on the east. The 
quadrangle to the north - the Bingham quadrangle - is being mapped 
by Mr. Charles Osgood. The geology of the Rangeley and Kennebago 
Lake quadrangles is currently being investigated by Mr . Victor 
Colombini and Mr. Robert Willard, respectively. Mr. Ira Furlong 
... 
. ·. \ . .. ' ··. 
has undertaken the mapping of the Farmington quadrangle (see index 
map). 
Method of study 
The field work in the quadrangle was conducted during the 
summer fie ld seasons of 1954, 1955 , and part of the summer of 1956 
under the direction of Professor O.W. Wolfe. The base map used 
was the 15 minute U.S. Geological Survey Anson quadrangle sheet 
which was surveyed in 1902. Although some of the topographic 
detail was inaccurately portrayed, the map was satisfactory as 
a base map for the scale of mapping and the types of metamorphic 
I 
,. 
t 
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Index Map 
Quadrangles 
A- Anson 
B - Bingham 
K - Kingfield 
Ke- Kennebago Lake 
P - Phillips 
R - Rangeley 
Ru- Rwnf'ord 
S - Skowhegan 
'-------<JO Km. W - Waterville 
40 F - Farmingt on 
----------------~miles 
[, 
9 
and igneous r ocks found in the areao Aerial photos were used 
in the geomorphic studies. The pace and compass method was used 
exclusively because of the wooded dharacter of the terrain and 
the large areas involvedo 
Two hundred thin sections we~e prepared by the author 
I 
in the petrographic laboratory of Boston University during the 
winters of 1954 and 1955o The x-ray fluorescent spectrographic 
analyses and the x-ray diffractometer work were made at the 
University of Illinois during the summer of 1957 while the writer 
was attending a Summer Institute in Geology for College Teache~so 
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II LITHOLOGY AND STATIGRAPHY 
Introduction 
Problems 
Two of the most important geologic problems in this gene ral 
area are t he dating of the strat igraphic units and the dete rminat ion 
of the true stratigraphic sequence . These problems are made diffi -
cult by the absence of gui de fossils and the complex structure of 
the region . However , much has been ac compl ished in the area to the 
west by the work of C.W" Wolfe and Moench (1954). Since there are 
no fossils found to dat.£.{~ .. t .4e -stratigraphi c sequence must of neces-
sity be det ermined from primary sedimentary f eatures such as cross -
bedding or graded bedding, or from structural crit eria such as drag 
{ 
fo l ds and cleavage-bedding relat i onships. However~ in metamorphic 
regions, criteria such a s drag folds and cleavage-bedding relation-
shi ps may sometimes prove unreliable . 
It must be stated at the outset that the format i ons have been 
defined and mapped in terms of their gross l ithologic char acteristics 
which in turn are dependent on conditions of sedimentat ion. For 
instance, cer t ain similar hori zons such a s biot ite quartzites are 
f ound in two f ormat ions. The formations might be incorrect ly 
mapped if this fact were not recognized . However 9 the rocks above 
10 
11 
and below these quart zites a re d. istinct enough to enable accurate 
i dentification. Another point that must be mentioned is the fac t 
that the formations have gradational boundariesi or grade into each 
other through a series of transition beds. 
Although the oldest s trati£raphic units which have been ob~ 
served in the Phillips and Rangeley quadrangles, do not outcrop in 
the Anson quadrangle, they will be briefly described in this section 
since they are part of the stratigraphic sequence for the general 
area. The oldest rock unit fs the Lost Brook Shalee The type 
locality for the Lost Brook Shale is in the Cupsuptic quadrangle, 
but it also outcrops in the Rangeley and Phillips quadrangles. An 
accessible ex~osure is loc ated in the Rangeley quadrangle just south-
.. 
east ~f Sandy River Pond5 ·-a1ons ··t,he Rangeley-Phillips road. Since 
no fossils have been found in this formation, the age is unknown, 
but it has been tentatively s et as Late Ordovician to Middle-Mid 
Silurian. The formation is composed of massive non- bedded dark 
gray to purple blue argillaceous rock whi ch shows a healed cleavage 
in the phyllites. The metamorphosed Lost Brook formation shows 
pseudomorphs after staurolite. The bottom of this formation has 
not been observed, hence the thickness is not known . The contact 
between the Lost Brook and the Perry Mountain formation is grada-
tional. 
12 
The Perry Mountain formation 
General statement and description 
In the Phillips quadrangle Moep.ch (1954, p. 27) used the 
tentative name Rangeley formation to .describe the rock units which 
' included the Perry Mountain member. However, subsequent mapping 
to the east and northeast (Wolfe, personal communication ) has in~ 
dicated that the Perry Mountain member is of formational extent . 
The name has , therefore, been changed to the Perry Mountain for -
mation in this paper. 
The type section for the Perry Mountain formation is located 
on route 4 about one half mile west of Small 0 s Fallso The section 
is easily accessible s ince it is exposed on the road cuto The for-
_, . 
. ~ ,• . . " ·~ . 
mat ion 'has been mapped in the Phillips and Kingfield quadrangl es , 
but only a small exposure occurs in the Anson quadrangle in the 
extreme northwest corner. The lower section of the Perry Mountain 
formation is composed of a polymictic quartz granule conglomerate . 
The upper section consists primarily of arkosic quartzites and 
shaly beds. The metamorphic equivalents of the shaly beds are 
staurolite schists. The formation has only a minor amount of sul-
fides and calcareous material, a fact whi ch distinguishes it from 
the overlying formations. 
As mentioned previously, the only exposures of the Perry 
Mountain formation in the Anson quadrangle are located in a tri-
13 
angula r section of the northwest cor ner of the quadrangle adjacent 
to the Black Hill intrusion. The rock units near the intrusioa 
have been contact metamorphosed, producing a sandy biotite mus-
covite schist with a metallic-gray luste:r. The schists are inter-
bedded with quartzites which conta in opa lescent quartz grains. 
Pseudomorphs after staurolite a~e megascopically visible in the 
argillaceous beds. The rocks of t he Perry Mountain formation are 
well bedded for the mo s t part. 
The modes for the Perry Mountain formation are listed in 
table 1. The pebble beds whic h occur near the bas e of the formation 
are a bsent in the Anson quadrangle, and the argillaceous units near 
t he top have undergone contact metamorphism near the Black Hill in-
trus ive. The schists of~ •,:ths. PQ_r:ry Mountain generally show pseudo-
.. .. .. ·, 
morphs after staurolite and contain porphyroblasts of reddish-brown 
biotite forming a decus sate texture. The groundmass usually is an 
( 
intimate mixture of quartz and muscovite. Evidence 6f retrograde 
metamorphism is shown by the marginal alt eration of staurolite to 
sericite and the presence of chlorite as an alt eration product of 
biotite. Some thin sections c ontain prophyroblasts of biotite which 
grade from dark-reddish brown in the center to colorless or nearly 
colorless on the rims. ith the loss of iron the biotite is par-
tially converted to phlogopite, possibly indicating a higher grade 
of metamorphism • • The sulfide occurs in minor amounts in the form 
14 
ot pyrrhotite. In some sections garnet occurs as euhedral crys-
tals. 
The quartzites of the Perry .Mountain formation are usually 
closely interbedded with the biotite-muscovite schists. In the 
contact metamorphic zones, they are medium gray , tough, dense, 
composed mostly of quartz with subordinate amounts of feldspar, 
biotite, muscovite, and occasionally pyrrhotite or magnetite. 
The more schistose varieties usually have a slight metallic lustero 
Petrography 
Since the Perry Mountain formation outcrops in a small por-
tion of the quadrangle under contact metamorphic conditions, the 
modes l i sted do not show,; too much variation . As can be seen from 
. ~ ' . . " · .. 
t he modes, the dominant minerals are quartz, biotite, and muscovite. 
Sericite is included with the muscovite. The other important min-
erals are garnet and staurolite . Feldspar and anda~~site oceur in 
minor amounts. The pelitic rocks generally show a decussate strue-
t ure typieal of contact metamorphic pelitic rocks. The porphyro ~ 
blasts include biotite (phlogopite), garnet , staurolite, andalusite, 
and muscovite. The most prominent mineral assemblage is biotite-
muscovite-sericite-quartz. The indications are that equilibrium 
has not been at tained in the r ocks. Specimen A-54 contains the 
assemblage quartz-biotite-muscovite-staurolite-garnet with minor 
anda lusite. The biotite shows clear evidence of alteration to 
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Fig. 2.-Q,u'a.rt-z-"S:l"Otite-muscovite schist of the 
Perry Mountain formation. 
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fresh looking garnet. Some of the biotite is bleached on the edges 
indicating alteration of phlogopite by loss of iron. The staurolite 
and andalusite occur in large porph~roblasts. The assemblage may 
be indicative of polymetamorphism -- regional metamorphism followed 
by contact metamorphism (Williams, Turner, Gilbert, 1954, p. 234) • 
• 
Specimen A-74 shows the assemblage muscovite-biotite-staurolite-
quartz, with traces of chlorite. The staurolite , biotite, and mus-
covite occur in porphyroblasts. It was impossible to determine 
in this instance whether the chlorite represents remnants of pro-
grade metamorphism, or initial crystals of the first stages of 
retrograde metamorphism. Specimen A-65 shows porphyroblasts of 
euhedral garnet rimmed by flakes of biotite. There is also a minor 
amount of andalusite . S~~~me~~58 shows retrograde metamorphism 
by large porphyroblasts of staurolite with alteration rims of 
sericite. 
{ 
In general, the more schistose rocks are characterized by 
randomly oriented biotite averaging 1-3 mm. in size. The biotite 
also gives the rocks a spotty appearance in sections cut across the 
foliati on plane; In several slides the biotite had been converted 
to phlogopite on the rima. 
The opaques include pyrrhotite and magnetite. The pyrrhotite 
occurs aligned along the foliation plane and only in trace amounts . 
Magnetite makes its appearance mostly as inclusions in the biotite-
17 
Perry 
in the 
rock. 
, . 
. ~ ,• .. ' . . \ 
Fig . 3 . -Photomicrograph of quartzite from the 
ountain formation. Note the albite-twinning 
plagioclase and the poorly sorted nature of the 
Cross nicols, Xl60 . 
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Fig. 4 .-Photomicrograph of biotite hornfels from 
the Perry Mountain formation. Porphyroblasts of reddish 
brown biotite set in a quartz-sericite matrix. Cross 
nicols , Xl60 . 
Fig. 5.-Photomicrograph of biotite hornfels 
from the Perry Mountain formation showing local 
segregations of quartz. Cross nicols, Xl60 . 
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and as small dissemi nated grains . The magentite may be released 
from the biotite a s it is converted to phlogopite and may repre -
sent a slightly hi gher grade of contact metamorphism. No pyrite 
wa s seen in the contact metamorphic rocks of the Perry Mountain 
formation. 
Comparison with type locality 
The fact tha t the Perry Mountain formation exposures a re 
discontinuous prevents the present ation of a complete descrip-
tion or continuous stratigraphic section. However, the writer has 
visited the t ype section of t he Perry Mounta in forma tion in the 
Rangeley quadrangle and t he lithologic similarity between t he rock 
unit s of the t ype section ,.and t ho se of the Anson quadrangle is un-
,' ~ .... .. . .'-
mistakable . The Perry Mountain f ormat ion also can be traced across 
the Kingfie ld quadrangle rrom the Phillips quadrangle , and its 
position in t he Anson quadrangle apparently rits in s~ructurally 
with its occurrence in the western edge of the Kingfield quadrangle 
lStnnley SkapinsKy , personal communication). 
The t hickness ot· the Perry Mountain formation in the Anson 
quaarangle is indeterminable, due to the absence ot' a continuous 
section. According to Moench (1954, p. 4~ ), the t hiCKness or t he 
formation in the Phill i ps quaarangle is variable, ranging from 
more tnan 230 feet to zero. 
The contact between the Perry Mountain formation and the Par-
.lllB.Chenee formation is of a gradational nature in the Phillips 
quadrangle (Moench, 1954, p. 4)e This seems to be borne out by 
field observations in the extreme northwest corner of the Anson 
quadrangle. The Perry Mountain beds in this area apparently grade 
into the Parmachenee as we proceed to the southeast, with possible 
cyclic alternation of beds. The 'gradational nature of the Par.machenee 
boundary with other stratigraphic units is apparently one of the 
characteristics of the formation, since it probably was deposited 
in a sedimentary reducing environmento 
The Parmachenee formation 
General statement and description 
.. 
The Parmachenee fo-rtoo.tioirtype section is located on the east 
ohore of Parmachenee Lake in the Cupsuptic quadrangle . It is also 
~xtensively exposed in the Phillips, Kingfield, and Anson quadrangles. 
·fne best exposure in the Anson quadrangle occurs along the Kennebec 
River just downstream from the town of Madison. 
The formation consists of closely interbedded black slate, gray 
schist, impure quartzites, and impure carbonaceous limestones . The 
quartzites are rather ·thinly bedded and occur closely interbedded 
with the schist and slates. The most notable feature of the form-
ation is the dark carbonaceous beds and the presence of sulfidES 
either in the form of pyrite or pyrrhotite . The sulfides are most 
' 
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extensively found in the black slates or dark gray schists, but 
they are also found in subordinate amounts in the quartzites. 
Upon weathering, the sulfides produce a characteristic limonitic 
dark brown or purplish color on the exposed beds. The pyrite may 
occur as small crystals or elongate~ masses forming concentrations 
I 
along the bedding planes or may occur as large euhedral crystals 
1 to 3 centimeters in thickness: usually transacting the foliationo 
The pyrrhotite may occur as disseminated patches in the quartzitic 
rocks or as elongated blebs or stringers in the foliated beds. 
The Parmachenee formation~ then~ is characterized by the 
well-bedded and closely-interbedded argillaceous, arenaceous , and 
calcareous unitso It is distinctive in the amount of carbonaceous 
.. 
mat erial, and sulfides pres~nt".- lt ·must be borne in mind that the 
S'.tlfides are not restricted solely to the Parmachenee formation, since 
nay occur in minor amounts in the Perry Mountain formation below~ and 
' 
·.he Madrid formation above. The striking feature of the Parmacheneap 
however, is that it has evidently bean formed under reducing condi -
tions , producing features which are rather a sharp contrast to those 
of the Madrid formation. Another point that must be brought out 
is that the quartzitic beds resemble those of the Madrid formation 
if viewed in an isolated outcrop without adjacent units nearby 
Which may serve to distinguish between the Parmachenae and Madrid 
formations . 
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The nature of the occurrence of the strongly limonite-stained 
gray schist along the west bank of the Kennebec River just below 
the bridge at Madison suggests the po~siblility of cyclical sed1men-
tation in the Parmacheneeo Interbedded with the buff-brown limy 
sandstones, the gray schists at fir~t are relatively distantly 
spaced. As one proceeds dovmstream, however, the schist appears 
at closer-spaced intervals interbedded with ~uartzites. The evidence 
for cyclic sedimentation is not conclusive. 
The se~uence of almost continuous outcrop on the west bank 
of the Kennebec just below the bridge may contain the upper beds 
of the Perry Mountain formation since many of the beds contain blue-
gray opalescent grains up to 3 mm. in size • 
.. 
~e following general se~uence was observed: 
Description Approximate Thickness (feet) 
Grayish-blue quartziti c schists, 24~ 
showing finely-laminated beds ;n thick interbedded with thin 
dark _gray slaty beds. Minor 
folding is present. 
Light bluish-gray impure ~uart 21° 
zite slightly calcareous. Beds 
are less than 1 1 thick. 
Thinly laminated grayish-blue 95 1 
~uartzitic schist. Beds gener-
ally t" thick with local sandy 
or gritty lenses which pinch out. 
Beds are much contorted. Abund-
ant quartz veins are visible. 
Description (cont. ) Approximate Thickness (feet ) 
Gritty brown limy sandstones 
interbedded with minor amounts 
of slaty beds. They are thinly 
bedded. 
Phyl litic and slaty beds with 
lenses and pinchouts of thinly 
bedded buff colored gritty l i my 
sandstones. 
Medium-gray and buff colored 
limy sandstones interbedded with 
1" beds of limestones with brown 
weathering surfaces. Limy beds 
pinch out along the strike. Graded 
bedding is common. Possible pene-
contemporaneous deformation. 
Light medium-gray limy quartzite 
in silt size range. Coarser beds 
are graded. Beds range between 
1~ - 6" thick, interbedded with 
brown limestone bedp. about 1" thick 
~nd shaly non-calcareous beds 1- 4" 
thick. 
Bluish-gray fine-grained slightly 
calcareous quartzite 3u thick inter-
bedded with limonite stained phyl-
litic slate . 
46P 
27P 
19° 
39 1 
45u 
Bluish-gray quartzite with brown 83' 
stains slightly calcareous, inter-
bedded v1 i th dark gray non- calcareous 
shale. 
Blue- gray schist with typical Par - l8v 
machenee limonite stain. 
Medium-gray grit 2 - 3~ thick 9 non- 43° 
calcareous interbedded with limonite~ 
stained slaty phyllite. Boudinage 
structure and quartz veins are visible o 
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Description (cont.) Approximate Thickness (feet ) 
Black slaty phyllite mostly 32 9 
with minor amount of coarse 
grits. It is ·non-calcareous. 
Graded bedding. 
Slaty phyllite and gritty beds •. 
Slaty beds average 3~" thick~ 
Grits contain quartz grains 3-5 
mm. in size. Graded beddiag is 
common. There are no carbonates 
present. 
Interbedded limonite stained phyl-
lite and slaty beds, with minor 
grit beds 6" in thicknes·s. 
Gap -- no outcrop. 
Interbedded typical Parmachenee 
non-calcareous phyllite contain-
ing pyrite cubes and calcareous 
quartzite 2-3' wide • 
.. 
. ~ ,• ' . " .. ~ ·, 
136' 
27 9 
120' 
30'? 
The last thickness is roughly estimated since the outcrop 
strike follows the course of the Kennebec River. 
Some generalizations may be noted with regard td the pre-
ceding section: 
1) The rocks in general are thinly bedded. Even the quartzite 
beds rarely exceed 3-5 feet in thickness. 
2) Some zones are coarsely-clastic , containing quartz grains 
up to 5 mm. in size. 
3) The rocks become less calcareous towa~d the top of the sec-
tion, and generally more pelitic. 
4) Graded bedding and penchant lenses are common. Graded beds 
are between 2-4" in width. 
25 
5) The pelitic beds and phyllites are generally non-calcareous. 
The more coarsely clastic rocks generally contain more carbonate. 
6) The typical limonite-stained phyllite occurs more frequently 
toward the top of the section, but th~re is not enough evidence for 
cyclical sedimentation. 
There is no apparent repet ition. of beds in the sequence just 
given. The thickness, then, if we include the gaps in the sequence, 
adds up to about ?80'. There are indications of a possible fault 
at the top of the sequence, so that the whole section is not repre-
sented. The true thickness of the Parmachenee is difficult to es~ 
timate since a complete section is lacking both in the Anson quad-
rangle and in the Phillips quadrangle (Moench, 1954, p. 51). The 
thickness of the formation is probably highly variable since it 
probably is a closed-basin typ~ of deposit which may be a pinchout 
. . . ~ 
• •• \ 1 ' . ' · ·• • \ . 
on the edge of the basin and probably thickens lN ithin the basin 
itself. The thickness is probably well in excess of 1000 feet, but 
' thout a continuous sequence available, it seems rather futile to 
speculate or guess. 
Petrograpbz 
The modes of the Parmachenee formation are listed in table 2o 
There is a fairly wide variation i.n mineral species and amounts. 
~uartz varies from 80 to 10%, depending on the rock type. Most 
of the quartz is detrital in origin, as is the calcite. The shapes 
of the quartz grains vary from subrounded in the poorly sorted quart-
26 
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Fig. ? . -Photomicrograph of quartzite from the 
Parmachenee formation . Cross nicols , Xl60 . 
Fig. a . -Photomicrograph of gray grit from 
the Parmachenee formation . Note polymodal char-
acter of the rock. Cross nicols , Xl60 . 
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Fig. 9.-Photomicrograph of a schist from 
the Parmachenee formation . Top - Large porphyro-
blast of garnet . Bottom - Porphyroblasts of bio-
tite . Cross ni cols , Xl60 . 
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zHes to angular fragments in some of the sheared grits. Specimen 
~69 is an exrunple of the latter type. The quartz grains have been 
granulated and lie with their long direction aligned parallel to the 
schistosity a 
The feldspars are also apparentfy detrital in origin, and 
occur only in minor amounts. It is usually found in the ground·-
mass of the schists and occasionally as large detrital grains in 
the quartzites. 
Muscovite and biotite are abundant in the schists and quart-
zites, and usually are oriented parallel to the schistosity, except 
in the hornfels. Biotite occurs as large ragged flakes, occasion-
ally bleached or reddish-brown in the schists near or in the contact 
.. 
netamorphic zoneso In the·· quartzYtes the biotite occurs as small 
flakes which may provide a slight schistosity. 
The chlorite in specimens A-40~ ~64 , A-72~ A-73~ and A~l38 
~as probably formed as a result of retrograde metamorphism. Spe= 
cimen A-64 is in the staurolite zone. The chlorite occurs as rims 
around the biotite and has an anomalous extinctiono 
If any type can be classified as typical, the blue-gray 
limonitic phyllites of the Parmachenee can be considered the most 
typical rock unit of that formation. Specimen A-132 is an example 
Of this phyllite . The rock is poorly sorted and is essentially 
composed of large detrital partially recrystallized subrounded grains 
30 
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of quart z in a matrix of sericite and quartz. The phenocrysts of 
quartz average .3 to .5 mm. in size. The quartz in the ground~ 
mass probably averages .25 mm. to . 01 mm. Actually there is almost 
a c omplete gradation in qua rtz sizes ·from the groundmass to the large 
detrital grains. Some of the larger ~rains have been granulated, 
producing concentrations of smaller' g~ains with a mosaic texture8 
I 
The rock i s polymodal and has the aspect of a typical graywacke. 
- slight schistosity is imparted by the sericite- muscovite . There 
also appears fragments of shale a nd large stringers of limonite 
aligned parallel to the schistosity. The feldspar is intimately 
mixed with the quartz in the groundmass and also as larger dotrital 
grains. The feldspar is well altered to clay . The feldspar 
consists of plagioclase and orthoclase wlth some evidence of zoning 
.. 
..,• ... . 
1u t he pl agio clase. The An 'varies'between An20 to An40, but an 
1c curate determination is difficult because of the alteration. 
.. uscovite occurs as minute shredded pl ates. No large grain of mus-
' 
covite can be noted . 
Specimen ~41 is a schist from the contact metamorphic zone. 
It is composed mainly of a confused mass of recrystallized quart z 
in a groundmass with minor amounts of thin shreds of muscovite . 
Thin r adiat ing fibers of a ctinolite or tremolite} are set in the 
groundmass . No calcite is visible. All of the dolomitic calcite 
may have been used up in the reaction to form the actinolite-tremo-
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lite. The quartz in the groundmass averages between . 01 and .1 mmo 
There is a minor amount of clinozoisite {or zoisite) -- the two 
minerals could not be differentiatedp showing anomalous extinction& 
The specimen also contains notable amounts of pyrrhotite . 
Specimen A-·43 is essentially the same as A-41 in texture e 
• 
except for the sharp increase in cli nozoisite and the decrease in 
tremolite-actinolite . The quartz is highly recrystallized and 
averages between .01 and .1 mm. 
Although many more thin sections were examined than appear 
in the modesp they have not been listed since in many cases they 
were identical mineralogically as those listed. For example , the 
blue-gray Parmachenee phyllite is quite distinct, and possibly 
some twenty thin-sections may, e,ppeal,' , identical, with only slight 
v~·riation in amounts and texture of m.ineralso 
., _mparison with type locality 
No description is available for the Parmachenee in its type 
locality so that comparison with the type section is impossibleo 
However, the character of the Parmachenee formation in the Anson 
quadrangle agrees fairly well with the description provided by Moench 
in the Phillips quadrangle. The presence of abundant sulfides with 
the characteristic limonite stain, the closely interbedded and 
thinly interbedded black schists, phyllites, and impure quartzites , 
and the presence of graded bedding are all features whi ch agree with 
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the description provided by Moench (1954, pp . 47 - 8 • The formation 
in the Anson quadrangle clearly shows features and aspects which are 
indicative of deposition in a reducing environment . This fact agrees 
with Moench's description for the sedimentary environment of the 
Parmachenoe . 
The Madrid formation 
General statement and description 
The type section of the Madrid formation is located in the 
town of Madrid in t he Phillips quadrangle and has been described 
by :Moench 1954, pp. 58- 62) . The formation is well exposed in the 
Anson quadrangle. It occurs in the center of a large synclinal 
type of structure in the u.PP.e;r hal~ ., of the quadrangle. 
The Madrid formation is composed mostly of massive arenaceous 
'>eds with minor amounts of argillaceous beds intercalated. Sulfides 
occur only in minor amounts and are restricted to zones near the 
Parmachenee contact . Moench 1954, p. 60) has described three sul -
fi de bearing zones in the formation. The first zone, 20 feet thi ck , 
oc cur s 72 feet above the Parmachenee contact . The second zone, 10 
f eet thick, is found 112 fe et above the contact. The t hird zone , 
7 feet thick, oc curs 245 feet above the contact. These three zones 
have not been differentiated in the rocks of the Anson quadrangle o 
Most of the que.r":. zite beds of t he .Madrid formation contain some cal~ 
careous cement. v which forms lime·-silicate minerals in the raiddle .. 
grade rae trunorphic zone·o Where the calcareous quartzites have been 
ww t hered , the s urface of the beds becomes purple or shows a typical 
light brown zone at the upper 2 mmo of the bed . Most of the quart = 
zi tes have a violet tint or color tqat i s impBrted by the biotite. 
In general, the sizes of the grai:ro.s in the quartzite are in the silt 
range. The coarsely clastic grits of the Parmachenee are absent . 
Interbedded with the q,uartzites are gray schists vJhich are usually 
subordi nate in quantity. The quartzites become increasingly pelitic 
upward and grade into the Dyer Hill member. 
The type locality for the Dyer Hill member is located in the 
Kingfield quadr angle on the top of Dyer Hill. In the Anson quadrangle 
it occurs in the upper cen~aJ.. . pax.t , of the quadrangle in the mid~ 
dle of a synclinal type s tructure (see geologic map). Whether the 
Jver Hill member is of formational extent is yet to be resolved. 
it has tentatively been included in this paper as a member. Com= 
pletion of map~ ing in the adjacent quadrangles will probably re·~ 
solve the extent of the rock unit. 
The Dyer Hill member is a mas s ive black slate with poorly de-
f ined bedding. On outcrop surfaces it f orms characteristic trian-
gular-shaped weathered particles about 2-·4 em. in sizeo The bedding 
Pl anes are rarely seeno 
The best exposure of the Madrid formation in the Anson quad-
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rangle iS located under the bri dge along the Carrabassett River at 
the town of North Anson. brief descript i on of the formation fol -
lows: 
Description Approximate Thickness (feet) 
Medium-gray to viol 'et dense 50 9 
biotite-muscovite quartzite 
wi th silt s ize particles. 
Beds range up to 7 ' in· thick·~ 
ness, interbedded with very 
minor amounts of limy beds 
1- 2" in t h ickness. No sul-
fi des. No limonite stain. 
Gray-violet bi ot it e quart - 50 9 
zites slightly fi ner grained 
than the sequ1nce above. 
Increase in calcareous cement. 
No sulf ides and no limonite 
stain. Argillaceou~. b~ds in 
minor amounts. .~ ·· . ' ·. -. 
Thickness of quartzite beds 
range between 1-2 ' . Argilla-
ceous beds more numerous. 
Thinly- bedded quartzites i nter-
bedded with 2" beds of black 
s l aty phyllite. 
Blue-gray dense quartzite in beds 
ranging from l"- 2v in thickness 
interbedded with minor gray slaty 
beds . 
Light gray phyllite thinly bedded 
with quartzitic beds. Contains 
quartz veins in brecciated zone. 
~uartzite beds 3- 6' in width. 
50 9 
20 '' 
20' 
5' 
18 Q 
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Descript ion cont e) Appr.oximate Thickness (feet ) 
Thinly bedded black argillite 
with light gray sandy beds 
·whi ch average ~1" . No sul-
fides visible and no iron 
stain on rocks. 
Massive gray-violet quart -
zites~ Beds up to 10 1 thick. 
No limonite stains. Contai n 
quartz veins. 
Massive gray-violet quar tzite 
with occasional black pelitic 
or phyllitic beds about 4" wide 
interbedded. -iuartzi te is fine ·-· 
psammitic in grai n size . Pelitic 
beds increase and become darker . 
20' 
50' 
160 1 
The sequence above represents the upper portion of the Madrid 
as it grades into the Dyer Hill. The sulfide- bearing zones are 
ap 'ar ent ly below the sequep.ce. which outcrops at North Anson • 
. ~ ,'' ' ··. ·, 
Lime silicate pods are seen only in the regi ons of middle~grade 
etamorphism. This area is confined to the northern portion of the 
quadrangle. In the low- grade 3 reas ~ the pods are com~bsed of ferroan 
calcite, which takes on a characteristic buff col or on weathered or 
exposed surfaces. 
In its gross f eatures the Madrid is quite different and dis -
tinct from the Par.machenee. The arenaceous sediments are somewhat 
"cleaner" than the impure quartzites of the Parmachenee. Sulfides 
are usually absent or occ ur only in minor amounts. The quartzite 
beds attain a greater thickness and are in greater quantity in 
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TABLE 3 
4 ISA 113 28 31 38 51 52 
z~ •••••••• ; • ; .~ . • • 1 70 1 80 1 70 50 75 55 10 
40 
Plagioclase • •••••• ;-••• tl I I I I. I 5'1 silo I "',."':" 
h feldspar ••••••• l : I 
i : 
I 
Calo1 te. :, .... .:-~': ~·~ ... ~ • • _ ••• 3 I 7 ' 3 
·• 
acovite ••••••••••••• l 5 I 10 6 5 "'-' 
B1ot1 te •• e. · "· ·• •••.•.•.••• 20 2 a j2 i 30 10 15 
Phl.op;opi te •• -•••• -•.• -. -. •'• 
I 2 Ohlori te • •• _ ••••••••• ,. -. 1, 10 4 15 
I I i l Graphite •••••••••••••• i"-=---= ...- ,;::.-:~~ ~-
-----
--
' 
m et .te •••••••.••••••• 2 
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. I 7 I 51 ,, 
' 
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I
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I I 
3 1 I ' ! 
_j I I 
_j -~..::=: 
• 
121 134 
80 35 
5 
.)I 
. 
6 10 
5 tr' 
4 50 
... t r 
151 
60 
30 
. 10 
I 
224 1253 
201 30 
40 
tr 15 
I ~ I 15 
Cil 
U) 
4 cl 8A 11 
Chloritoid ••• ; ••• ; •••• 
Tremolit otinolit .... 48 
'"'oisite-ol1nozo1s1te ••• I .-. 1 •I tr 
Sphene • ••• ' •••• ~ •.•••• , . .... . I 1 
Ilmonitw-leucoDne ..... 
D1ops1de ..... . ...... , .. .. 
P:rrrhot1 te ........... ·• . .... . 
etite. •·• •.•••• , •.•••.• 2 
Hornblend .... ..... , ...... ... . 2 
* Dyer ,Bill 
TABLE 3-(Coutinued) 
281 311 381 51 I 52 
2 
• 
2241253 
!Po 
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the low er and middle part of the formation. The q_uartzites and, 
to a lesser extent, the areillaceous beds usually contain some 
calcc~eous cement. As the arenaceous beds near the top grade into 
the dark gray argillaceous beds of the Dyer Hill: they are con-
spicuously free of sulfides. 
The true thickness of the ,Madrid formation in the Anson q_uad-
rangle is not known. Api)roxim.ately 600 feet of the formation is 
exposed in the seq_uence at North Anson. Moench (1954, p. 62) es-
timates the thickness of the Madrid at ap; roximately 1200 feet. Even 
this figure may be somewhat conservative. 
Petrography 
Only a few of the exrunined thin-sections are listed in the 
.. 
. · ... ' ' -.. . 
modes table 3 since many of the quartzites are identical in the 
thin sections. Lime~silicate rocks a re restricted to the low mid= 
•le erade or contact metamorphic a reas . Most of the r~cks in the 
quadrangle are in the low grade zone so that lime~silicate assem-
blages are fewe 
The predominantly arenaceous nature of the sediments of the 
Madrid formation is reflected in the high q_uartz content of the 
rocks. The q_uartz is usually fairly -.well recrystallized and the 
original shape of the grains cannot be determined. The q_uartz 
ranges on an ave r age between .01 mm. to .2 mm. Most of the q_uart-
zites are unimodal or nearly unimodal» which is in contrast to the 
41 
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polymodal character of the Parmachenee rocks . 
Feldspar occurs in minor runounts often in the same size range 
as the ~uartz. I n no case do the feldspars become abundant enough 
t o classify the rocks as arkoses . Usually both plagioclase and ortho-
clase occur, but they are diffic ult, to distinguish because of t he 
small grain sizes and the untwinn~d nature uf some of t he plagioclase. 
A glance at the modes, table 3 , will suffice to shov1 that 
biotite is an important constituent in almost all of the rocks. In 
the quartzites it usually occurs as small brown flakes which scme-
times impart a slight schistosity to the quartzites. Muscovite 
usually occurs with the biotite in some sections. In others the 
only mica is the biotite. 
,. 
Calcite usually is ·~found as -,anhedral patches or usually as 
.tlllnute particles in the matrix. Nhere calcite is very abundant it 
.2.y take on a subhedral outline. 
The lime-silicate minerals include tremolite 9 actinoli te, 
diopside, sphene, zoisite, and clinozoisite. Specimen A~52 and 
A-53 contain large amounts of diopside . A-52 a lso contains phlogopite. 
The diopside occurs as 1ongitud1nal sections and as cross sections. 
No calcite was included in these two specimens . 
Spec imen A~l34 is from the Dyer Hill member . It is of inter·-
est for two reasons. First, it shows a relative abundance of ilmen-
ite aligned in small rods parallel to the schistosity. Secondly, 
44 
th8re is an appearance of chloritoid. The groundmass is dark 
colored and probably is composed of q_uartz, chlorite and graphite 
for the most parto The chloritoid oceurs as porphyroblasts which 
transect the schistosity. Excellent hour gl ass structure can be 
noted on the long rod shaped chloritoid grains . The extinction 
angle was approximately 14°. The 'chloritoid which contained in-
elusions of quartz v1 as also twinned in some cases. The appear-
ance of chloritoid is indicative of deficiency in potash (Williams, 
Turner, and Gilbert, 1955, p. 2i4). 
Specimen A-80 would be considered typical of the Madrid 
quartzites except for the fact that it contains a larger amount 
of biotite and no muscovite. Its textural characteristics are 
... 
like most of the q_uartzi tes·' ·in the'· formation.., It is relatively 
evan-grained and has a slight schistosity which is imparted by the 
:i otite. The q_uartz, v1hi ch is highly recrys tallized, averages 
I 
)etween .01 and .25 mm. It contains no visible sulfides and no 
limonite stains on the constituent minerals. In general, it is 
typical of the "cleaner" sediments of the Madrid. 
Comparison with type locality 
The Madrid formation in the Anson q_uadrangle in general com-
pares rather closely with t he description supplied by Moench for the 
type locality at Madrid. The rocks are f ine ... psammi tic to pelitic 
and there is no coarse clas tic facies present. Sulfides occur only 
in very minor amounts, and are completely lacking in some beds . The 
violet tint uhich is characteristic of the Madrid formation in the 
Phillips quadrangle is also a promin9nt feature of t he Madrid in the 
Anson quadrangle. The lime- silicate pods are res tricted to the zones 
of hi gher- grade metamorphism, and i~ t he low grade zones they occur 
as limestone pods. The quartzites at North Anson become increasingly 
pelitic toward the top and grade into the Dyer Hill membero In the 
Phillips quadrangle, the dark gray a r gillite has been metamorphosed 
to dark gray schist. The sulfide zones near the bottom of the 
Madrid have not been noted since no sequence of the bottom part of 
the formation has been seen. 
In comparing the formation with the type locality, it can be 
,. 
seen that the characteristics of'tne formation have not changed 
,uarkedly from the Phillips quadrangle to the Anson quadrangle. 
The Kennebec formation 
General sta tement and description 
The name Kennebec formation ha s been tentatively given to a 
sequence of rocks which outc r op at t he Anson-Madison gorge south 
of the town of Madison. The formational status of the rock unit 
and its position in the strati graphic sequence have not been satis-
factorily det ermined. Completion of mapping in the quadrangle to 
the east may provide information which may det ermine unequivocably 
its positi on in t he stratigr aphic column. Field relationships with 
45 
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other rock units indicate that the Kennebec formation may occur at 
the bottom of the Madrid formation and it may possibly be a facies 
change of the lower part of the Madrid or the upper part of the Par~ 
mac henee. 
The formation consists predominantly of interbedded dark gray 
phyllites, black slates, and impure' b.lack limestones. Calcareous 
quartzite beds are subordinate to the more pelitic and calcareous 
rock types. Sulfides are found in the limestones and phyllites. 
The limestone and phyllites are thinly bedded and seldom exceed 
2 inches in width. The limestone beds probably occur a t the top 
of the sequence. The top or bottom of the formation has not been 
conclusively determined. 
The formation is distinctive for its thinly bedded units and 
... 
-~ ,• . ~ .. ' -... . 
the impure nature of the sediments~ In this latter charact eristic, 
i t strongly resembles the Parmachenee. The nature of the sediments, 
and the sulfides and siderite present, indicate that ~he formation 
v1as laid down in a reducing environmento 
The section along the Anson-Madison gorge offers approx~· 
imately 2000 feet of continuous outcrop. There apparently is no 
repetition of beds along the sequence. The lower 200 feet of the 
outcrop is composed of well bedded gray quartzites interbedded with 
minor amounts of phyllite. Limestone pods occur at about 100 feet 
and 120 feet. The beds become more calcareous between 200 and 300 
feetv Between 300 and 400 feet the QUartzite becomes subordinate 
to phyllite . A pronounced brecciated area occurs at this point of 
the seQuence . Between 400 and 500 feet the rock is composed almost 
entirely of thinly bedded black slate . Interbedded phyllites and 
black slates comprise the next 50 feet of the section. There ap-
pears another zone of black or daTk gray slate between 550 and 600 
f eet. Between 600 and 800 feet the seQuence contains calcareous 
quartzite thinly bedded with limestone pods and phyllitic Quartzites 
\~ith sulfide. The thinly bedded QUartzites alternate vJith thinly 
bedded s l a tes and schists to 1100 feet. The next 100 feet contain 
limonitic phyllite predominantly. From 1200 feet to 1600 feet the 
beds are pr edominantly thinly bedded Quartzites interbedded with 
... 
minor aJI).Ounts of phylli teci ·· .. At a!>Pl'oximately 1625 feet in the se-
quence, the impure black limestones appear closely- bedded with dark 
gray phyllite. Minor folding is conspicuous in the interbedded lime-
{ 
stone and phyllite . In all cases tnis folding is ap parently geneti -
cally related to longitudinal faulting. The limestone-phyllite zone 
is approximately 125 feet in width . About ~5 feet of the limonitic 
phyllite is round at the t op or the limestone and about 55 feet of 
the same rock is f ound. at the bottom. ·rhe remainder of the seQuence, 
about 200 feet, is com1Josed mainly ')f very thinly-bedded phylli tic 
Quartzite with minor amounts of thinly-bedded phyllite intercalated. 
An outcrop of the Sandy River Pluton appears about 400 feet downstream 
from the l ast outcropo 
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The Kennebec formation contains extremely thinly bedded units 
except for the f i rst 300 feet of quartzite . Two zones of bl ack slate 
about 100 feet thick appear at 400 and 560 fe et. The limonite schist 
which is typical of t he Parmachenee appears at five zones~ at 350 
feet, 1100 feet, 1600 f eet , 1750 fe~t, and 1900 feet. The first 
appearance of t he impure limestone-phyllite sequence is at 1625 feet . 
The limestones contain notable quantities of pyrrhotite. The pyrr= 
hotite also occurs in some of the quartzite and phyllite beds. 
Graded bedding was not seen at all, and the coarsely clastic 
facies is generally absent as are the grits of the Parmachenee. The 
rocks range from fine psammitic to pelitic. In some respects the 
formation contains characteristics very much like those of the 
,,. 
Parmachenee and of the Mad:rid -:formation. The Kennebec formation may 
·iery well be a transition zone between the two formations . 
: •etrography 
The modes listed in table 4 are from specimens taken from the 
Kennebec formation along the Kennebec River south of Madison. Most 
of the specimens are phyllites or fine~grained quartziteso 
The specimens are much like those of the Anson formation in 
many respects. Calcite and siderite occur in varying amounts . The 
quartz is recrystallized, but is fairly equigranular. The quartz 
averages .05·-0.30 mm. in size. The coarsely clastic facies whi ch 
are characteristic of the Anson formation are lacking or appear in 
mir,or amounts. 
Feldspar is detrital and includes both plagioclase and ortho., 
clase. It generally is of the same size as the quartz~ The plagio"" 
cla.se of ten shows polysynthetic alb1te twinning" The muscovite is 
usually in fine rods and does not occur as porphyroblasts. Bio·"· 
tite is present in very minor amoun.ts i'n small grains except for 
spec)_men A~·309 which contains 12~" 
Many of the slides have a dusting of black material which may 
be ca r·bonaceous matter . In general, the rocks are more impure than 
those of the Madrid formation. Lime~silicate minerals are totally 
lacking since the rocks are in a low grade z ..;ne. Limonite stains, 
\vhich may form from oxida< ion of the sulfides or the siderite, often 
coat r1Elny of the minerals~ or,. it. may form long stringers along the 
.~ \. 1.. ' - .. .. 
CJ·.~histos ity., Traces of leucoxe:ne are visible in some sections • 
. :J,le of the calcareou.s rocks show small veinlets of calcite. 
The Anson formation 
General statement and descript~on 
]'ield mapping in the quadrangle was started in the northwe st 
>:1nd north and gradually was extended into the south and southeast 
portions. 'l'he characteristics of the arenaceous sediments began to 
change towards the southeast. Some of the change could be attrib~ted 
to lower grade of metamorphism. The quartzitic rocks became slight~ 
ly lighter in color if no carbonate •~as present~ and they became 
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Fig. l?~~~~oto~~crograph of quartzite from the 
Anson formation. Cross nicols, XlGO. 
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slightly brovmish if carbonates 1/J ere present. Another important 
feature became conspicuous ·- notably the presence of brown spot.s 
or blebs on the weathered surfa·~es of the rocks. The brown specks 
w0 re '.lSually either limuni te .)r hematite~ but the original unaltered 
mineral could not be identified beca1rse of the small s :ize of the 
mineral. Dr. O.W. Wolfe first surmised that the unoxidized mineral 
was siderite . Later 8 microscopic work proved his field identifica~ 
tion to be correct . However» even under the microscope the siderite 
.might easily be mJ.staken for calcite. The origin of the siderite and 
its relationships to the i ron sulfide will be discussed in a later 
section. 
The position of the .Anson formation in the stratigraphy 
has been tentatively deternthted. tG ··ll,e the equivalent of the Madrid 
formation. However 9 its characteristics have so notably changed~ 
~ it is the equivalent of the .Madrid~ that it seemed wiser to 
eu.tati vely describe it as a new formation~ pending final solution 
of the )I'Oblemo 
The Anson formati.on is composed mainly of sandy phyllites » 
calcareous grits» and calcareous q_uartzites~ and arkosic quarizctes 
interbedded with minor amounts of phyllites. In general~ the rocks 
ere more coarsely clastic than those of the Madrid formationo The 
beds also appear more deeply weathered than those of the typical 
ldudrido Usually the rocks show brown spots of limonite or hermtite 
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wh] ?h mc.y not be visible in the deeper unweathered portions of the bedso 
certain zones ~ontain pyrite or pyrrhot i t.eP but in general pyrite .Ls 
more ;:>bnndant . Even thoug...'l the beds may com:.ain notable ru~wunt.s of 
:.i'1lC::>~1ite 8 most of ths beds .J o not exbiblt the dark brown or purplish 
stain wl1ici:.. is ciw.rac te r istlc of the Parmaci1enee . 
' 
Siderite iS 
zound in beds of all grain sizes~ , but it occurs more abundant l y in 
the coorsar beds. 
'rhe Anson formation outcro.flS over a l3.rge area in the south ~· 
ern portion of the quadrangle" · There are large areas ·~ overed by 
alluvlU:ll. in the south central portl.on of the quadrangle ·where bed., 
rock control. :i.s poor . The best areas of outcrop are in the south·. 
vnJst corner of the quadrangle ll and» to a lesse:c extent~ in the vi -· 
c2 nity JU.st north of Hayde'd<.Lake "' ., 
- ., 
The thickness of the Anson formation is a matter of conj ec-
~ .,;.re . The area represented on the geologic map represents a thi:::k"' 
!WSs which may be multiplied by minor folding . The true tlnckness 
of the formation probably is nem· that; of t.he Madrid formation o The 
a·bsence of a continuous section and the lack of closely,~spaced out ., 
crops ms.:<:es even estimation difficult ~ but tha Wl'i ter vwuld guess 
at u thi ckness ·:Jell in excess of 2000 feet e 
Petro,p·a_phy 
Th6 .modes of the Anson formation are listed. in table 5o The 
most notable feature is the pre~enc e of siderite i n almost all of the 
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thin~sGctions. The siderite usually occurs in euhedral rhombs in 
various stages of alteration to limonite or hematiteo In some thin 
sections only the limonite=rimmed cavity remainso In other sections 
limonite ·~rimmed fragments of siderite grade into fresh unaltered 
siderite. The optical properties of siderite are much like those 
I 
of calcite or dolomite, with the e~cepti on that the indices of No 
and Ne are both higher than the balsam for the sideriteo In the 
case of calcite and dolomites indices of Ne are below that of the 
Canada balsam whi l e those of the· No are higher. Also the siderite 
characteristically develops brown limonite stains on the edges of 
the crystals. 
Calcite occurs in varying amounts with the siderite. Some ,~ 
times it forms euhedral or .'S.4'PfiedJ::.Eif .• crystals P and in other instances 
H occurs as a cement matrix. intimately mixed with quartz or sericite a 
'l.'be relaticnship of the calcite to the siderite and their mode of 
·ieposition is discussed under the section on sulfides and carbonates. 
Some sections, such as A-129$ A=232s A=.248, A=273» and A.~268» 
contain notable amounts of both plagioclase and orthoclase feldspar" 
The plagioclase feldspar usually shows polysynthetic albite twinning 
and is usually well altered to clay or sericite. Specimen A"~248 shows 
orthoclase with perthitic intergrowths. Several of these specimens 
contain enough feldspar to be classified as arkoseso 
~uartz occurs as large subrounded detri tal grains or may form 
part of the groundmass. The content of the quartz varies quite 
markedly as can be seen in the modeso 
In generalj muscovite is more abundant than the biotite 
which is a contrast to the rocks of the Madrid formation . The 
absence or minor amounts of the biotite may account for the slight~ 
ly li ghter ~ olor of the rocks of the .Anson formation. The muscov~ 
ite usually occurs in fjne grains or 'it, may occur as sericiteo 
I 
The q;aq_ues include ilmenite and pyrite. The ilmenite is 
q_uite prominent in many of the thin sections. It usually is partial~ 
ly altered to leucoxene . Pyrite occurs as cubic crystals ~ but us "~ 
ually not in abundance in beds which contain much sideriteo In beds 
which are abundant in siderite~ pyrite may be totally lacking or may 
be present in very minor amounts. This relationship has been ex= 
plained in the section on sulfides and carbonates. 
~ 4. 
Microscopically man/ ~:f 'the' £:b. in sections could be termed 
~raywackes. They are poorly sorted and contain a matrix of calcitep 
3riciteP and fine grained q_uartz. The phenocrysts are ~uartz~ sid= 
erite 9 and feldspar. Occasionally fragments of shale have been noted. 
The poorly sorted character of the rocks of the Anson q_uadrangle 
are in sharp contrast to the rocks of the Madrid formation which 
are more nearly polymodal. There is also greater abundance of cal·-
careous material in the rocks of the Anson formation. 
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Correlation 
The problem of correlation of the stratigraphic units of 
the Anson quadian~le with formations of known age is difficult 
because of lack of fossils in t he metasedimentary rocks. The 
clos est area with which the rocks of the Ans on quadrangle may be 
• 
correlated is the area near the city. of Wa terville. The Water·~ 
ville quadrangle lies to the southea st of the Anson quadrangle 
see index map)~ and the city of Wat erville is approximately 
eleven miles from the southeast tip of the Anson q uadranglee 
'l'he foss i ls, which are graptolites~ have been identified as Mono~ 
grap-tus colbiensis by Reudemann and are mid·~Silurian~ Clinton» or 
Lower Wenlock Age (Perkins~· 1924 D p. 226). Two localities for 
the graptolites have been de$.'G;r.:l,.bed, l<Y. Perkins (l924D pp. 223·-24)., 
The first is an old quarry overlooking Me3solonskee stream about 
tno miles northwest of Waterville. The second locality is an 
)Utcrop of the Waterville shale on the side of the road between 
Fairfield and Fairfield Center ~ midway between the two communities 
and slight ly more than three miles north of Waterville. 
Perkins and Smith (1925 ~ p . 221) have given a brief descrip~· 
tion of the Na terville shalese 
• o •••• t wo phases are ty_pical of the formation. The first 
consists of interbedded bluish calcareous shales and gray 
arenaceous shales. IVhere exposed to erosion 9 a character ., 
istic s nrface of arenaceous shale ridges and calcareous shale 
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:lepressions f orrnedo The second phase consists of dark bluish 
slates :interbedded with coarser quartzitic layers •.. " .The two 
phases are so interbedded or interfolded that it does not seem 
best to separate them as distinct formations. 
l~ny of the slate beds are rich tn pyriteo This mineral 
occurs in small veinlets or isolated .crystalso These latter 
range in siz.e from microscopic J!arti cles to cubes an eighth 
o.f an inch across. Certain of the pyritiferous beds v1eather 
to a dark~ rusty~ or black surface,e 
The description of the "characteristic surface of arena ~, 
ceous shale ridges and calcareous shale depressions" seems to fit 
that of Madison along the Kennebec Rivero Pyrite~ of course P is common 
in the Parrnachenee and .Anson formations e 
The Waterville shales grade into the Vassalboro sandstones 
to the southeast through "transition beds"P in a zone about a mile 
wide and composed of interbedded shales and sandstones. The Vassal~· 
boro sandstone is described h'!V .. Perlcl:n~ and Smith (1925 9 p. 223 • 
The Vassalboro sandstone is typically a massive bluish~gray 
sandstone. Locally it is recrystallized and "becomes quart ~ 
zite. Where shale layers are associated with the the quartzite~ the 
shales have become altered to biotite schists, while in places 
whare the pressure has been less intense phyllite layers have 
been formedo Like the ·~:Jaterville shales~ the Vassalboro sand~ 
stone is often pyritiferouss especially in the more finely 
laminated bedsp which on weathering have a dark rusty surface~ 
resembling similar beds in the Waterville formationa 
The age of the Vassalboro sandstone is the same as that for 
the Waterville shale (Perkins and Smith~ 1925p Po 223). However 9 
this was not based on paleontological evidence since no fossils 
were found in the formatione 
The bluish=gray sandstone of the Vassalboro could correlate 
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with the q_uartzite beds which occur in both the Madrid and Parma~, 
chenee formationso 'The massive bluishc=gray q_uartzites are prom ~, 
inent a t the top of the Madrid as it g:rades into the Dyer Rill .. 
The description of the rocks of the WatervHle and Vassal·~ 
boro formations seems to fit the meta~edimentary rocks of the 
Anson q_ua drangle. The Waterville shale may correlate with the 
Kennebec formation while the Vassalboro sandstone may correlate 
with either the Madrid or the Anson formation. The writer has 
visited the quarry northwest of Waterville and examined the grap~ 
tolite- bearing slateo They are similar in appearance to the 
black slates found along the Kennebec River south of Madisono 
Hitchcock (1862 9 Po 292) makes mention of the Moscow slates 
of the Bingham quadrangle a s_',b.eing ' i.O..entiaal to those found in 
Waterville" Presumably 9 he was referring to the graptolites o At 
.;.h..e writing of ·this paper no fossils have been found in the Moscow 
'.roa of the Bingham quadrangle» but future field work may possibly 
uncover someo Hitchcock~s report» however~ would indica t e a Mid"' 
Silurian age for the rocks of Moscow county which adjoins the Anson 
quadrangle at the n orthe 
The Madrid andParmachenee formations in the Anson quadrangle 
are extensions of t_hose fo.rmati ons from the Phillips and Kingfield 
quadrangle so No fossils ha ve been located in the Phillips quad·~ 
rungle (Moench» 1954 9 p. '70 with the result that Moench (p. '76) 
has had to co r relat e his formations with rocks of the Spencer 
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Lake areas two quadrangles to the north~ and the Bethel quadrangle 
two qlladr·angles to the south6ast . The rocks in these quadrangles~ 
which resemble those of the Madrid and Parmachenee formation 9 have 
been gi~en an age of Lower or Middle Devoniana 
Howeverp Oovf. Wolfe has done extensive v;ork in the quadrangle 
• 
to the west and northwest which lead$ him to suspect that the rocks 
of these quadrangles and those of the Anson quadrangle are Middle 
Silurian in age (personal co~.unication • 
This conclusion appears to be borne out by the lithologic 
similarities between the rocks of the Kennebec formation and the 
Saterville shales~ 
If the rocks of the Kenne bee format ion are the same age as 
the Waterville shales~ then t,4~.Y -woul.d, correlate with the Fitch 
formation of New Hampshire. The issue will remain in doubt until 
fossils are foundo 
·' 
lli THE IGNEOUS ROCKS 
General statement 
• The igneous rocks of the Anson quadrangle are restricted to 
two locElities in the Anson quad~angle. The first locality is the 
vicinity of Black Hill on the western edge of sub quadrangle one. 
The second locality of igneous rocks is in the central bottom edge 
of the qua drangle in the general area where the Sandy River flows 
into the Kennebec River. For purposes of location and convenience 
the outcrop of igneous rock near Black Hill will henceforth be re~ 
ferred to as the Black Hill Plu~on" The igneous body near the San= 
~- .. 
. ~ ,• . . ' ·· ~ · .. 
dy River will be referred to as the Sandy River Pluton. 
The Black Hill Pluton is part of a large mass of igneous 
, • .lC kD probably of batholithic proportion» which extends i:nto the 
Kingfield quadrangle and possibly the Dead River quadrangle. The 
extent of this plutonic body has not been delineated as yet~ but 
only a very small portion of the igneous mass projects into the 
Anson quadrangle (see geologic map). It would be tmwise to draw 
any conclusions regarding the whole batholith from a study of the 
narrovJ edge of the batholith which extends into the Anson quadrangle. 
The discussion of the rocks of the intrusive» therefore» will be 
rather brief and descriptive in nature . 
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The same conditicns also hold for the Sandy River Pluton. 
The intrusive body extends into the quadrangle from the nouth" 
The s1ze of the pluton is not known since the Morridgewock quad" 
rangle has not been mappedt El lthough it lS knc.wn that at least 
three fourths of the qua-irangle are underlain by a comparable type 
' of rocka Another difficulty also arises with regard to this pluton: 
namely P a thick cover of alluvium ·;1hi ch permits vory few exposures 
of the intrusive rocko 
The Black Hill Pluton 
Description 
The Black Hill pluton is approximately a mile and a quarter 
at its greatest width and approximately fi,ve and a half miles long 
, . 
. ·. \' , , ' ·· .. .... 
at the extreme edge of the quadrangle. The actual contact with 
~he country rock has only been located on the south side of Black 
J:ill. 
Excellent sheeting has been noted on the south side of Black 
Hill which is practically parallel to the slope of the hillo The 
sheets of granite range from 12..: 6 inches in width. Since the sheet~, 
ing is parallel to the slope of the hill~ the origin may well be due 
to release of load during erosion. 
The attitude of the metasedimentary rocks around the intrusive 
has only been slightly disrupted from the normal northeast strike 
near the intrusion. Locally the strata near the northwest edge of 
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Embden Pond assume a strike direction which is more northerly. Since 
the crests of folds are not seen in the quadranglep there is no way 
of determining if the adjacent strata have been domed or arched by 
forcible intrusion. 
Petrography 
The modes for the igneous rocks ·are listed in table 6. Most 
of the igneous rocks of the Black Hill pluton can be classified as 
either biotite-quartz monzonites or leuco quartz monzonites~ depend-
ing on the amount of muscovite or biotite which is presento Mega-
scopically, the rocks are equigranular with only small variation in 
grain size. In general, they are medium~grained in sizeo Biotite~ 
muscovite ~ and quartz can usually be easily identified in hard spe ·~ 
cimens. Specimen A-9 conta~s local concentration of biotite» but 
. ~ \ . ' . 
there is no apparent preferred orientation of the mica vlhich could 
~sgest a flow structure. 
Microscopically the igneous rocks are hypidiomorphic gran·~ 
ular ranging in average grain size from 2 mm. to 5 mm. Some spa-· 
cir .. ens may be slightly lighter in color due to a decrease in biotite. 
~uartz is anhedral and strongly strain-shadowed» and usually 
the paragenetic history can be determined by the embayments and bound-
ary relationships ·wi th the other minerals. There are two generations 
of quartz. The earlier generation is embayed» and crosscutting 
fractures of the earlier generation are also filled with quartz of the 
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later generation. The earlier generation may have formed prior to 
the microcline feldspar~ since it is included in the large feldspar 
crystals. 
Microcline occurs in l arge anhedral crystals which almost 
invariably show the characteristic grid~twinningo Usually the 
' 
crystals appear fresh and unaltere~. The microcline may contain 
perthitic intergrowth in some casesP but usually it is clearo 
Some of the larger microcline grains enclose strongly·-zoned eu-
hedral crys tals of plagioclase. Only one generation of microcline 
could be determined and that was later than the plagioclase . 
The plagioclase feldspar has an An range between Anl2 "" 
An20 • The feldspar is usually anhedral except for the strongly<··Zoned 
crystals which are enclosed . ~y ·:the microcline~ Albite twinning is 
. ·'·' ,.# "" ',_-.,_ 
Dr,3sent except for the strongly =-zoned euhedrap which usually show 
poorly developed twinso The plagioclase feldspar is characteristi-
I 
v~lly altered to clay or sericite in the more calcic cores. The 
sericite usually develops with the long direction aligned parallel 
to the trace of the twin composition plane. 
Muscovite occurs in large ragged grains which may exceed 5 mmo 
in length. The muscovite is probably later than the biotite , since 
l arge flakes of muscovite may containD or crystallize around 9 earlier 
fl akes of biotite. It may be earlier t;han the plagioclase since soma 
of the large flakes are transacting the plagioclase., 
Biotite occurs in large reddish brown or light brovm flakes 
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Fig. 13.-Photomicrograph of contact of quartz 
monzonite of the Sandy River pluton and quartzite. Note 
the zoning in the plagioclase feldspar. Cross nicols, Xl60. 
Fig. 14.-Photomicrograph of quartz monzonite of 
Black Hill pluton, showing crystal of micrcline in 
center. Cross nicols, Xl60. 
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which are sometimes altered to green chlorite around the rims. Bio= 
tite is probably the first mineral to crystallize since it is em~ 
bayed or cuts across all of the other minerals. 
The accessory minerals noted are apatite 8 tourmaline 9 garnet, 
and magnetite. The magnetite was confined or included in the bio~ 
tite. Chlorite also occurs in very mirior amounts as an alteration 
product of the biotite. 
The paragenesis of the minerals is listed in Table ? below. 
Description 
TABLE 7 
Mineral paragenesis of the quartz monzonite 
of the Black Hill pluton 
Q,uartz ? . -
~. ~: " ·~ - :.._ 
.'.' ' ·• 
Microcline 
Plagioclase 
Biotite 
Muscovite 
The Sandy River pluton 
The Sandy River pluton is approximately 2 miles long in a 
north-south direction and 3~ miles wide in the east-west direction. 
The true extent of the igneous body within the quadrangle is iLfer-
red since only three areas of outcrop have been located. The bulk 
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of the igneous body is buried under alluvium of the Kennebec and 
sandy Rivers. One outcrop ~ in which the contact of the pluton with 
the country rock was precisely located, is found one mile north from 
where the Sandy River enters the q_uadrangle o The second outcrop 
area is found along the Kennebec River, a mile and a g_uarter below 
the Anson~Madison bridge. The third outcrop area is a hill 2~ miles 
I 
southeast of the Anson~Madison bridge in section (8g8)o Traverses 
were made into the area bounded by the Sandy and Kennebec Rivers, 
but no outcrops were located. It can be seen that the control of 
the contacts between country rock and pluton is very poor because of 
lack of bedrock exposuresG 
Petrography 
,.. 
The igneous rocks of' '"t he S~h'dy River pluton are ~ in general, 
-:: oarser·-grained than those of the Black Hill pluton. The modes for 
"he Sandy River pluton are A~228, A--229 , A~250. Some ~f the feldspar 
crystals in these rocks a re as long as 2 cma 
The q_ua rtz occurs in t wo gener a tions , and megascopically is 
slightly gray or smoky in appearance . The younger gener ation clearly 
embays t he older generation and fills in fractures in the older gen-
eration. The relationship of the older generation to the other min-
erals is not clear. It may have formed with or before the microcline. 
The microcline is grid·-twinned and contains perthi tic inter·-
growths. The crystals are xenomor phic and q_uite l a rge relative to the 
other minerals. The plagioclase forms charactericstic polysynthetie 
albite twins and has an .An12 - An2o• Some of the plagioclase shows 
marked zoning. The plagioclase is older than the microcline~ but it 
is younger than the biotite. 
The biotite appears to be the oidest mineral since it is em~ 
bayed by or transects the plagioc~ase and microc line. Muscovite formed 
later than the biotite, but probably it formed at the same time as 
the plagioclase. 
The probable paragenesis . is shown in Table 8 below. 
TABLE 8 
Probable paragenesis of Sandy Hiver pluton 
.~: •,: .. ' -.. · ... +---Q.uartz 
Microcline 
Plagioclase 1-------·-· 
Biotite 
Muscovite 
Comparison with plutons of the Phillips quadrangle 
Moench (1954 9 PPo 114--127) has described several phases of 
igneous rocks form the Phillips stock and the Redington batholith. 
These include a leuco quartz monzonite phasep a quartz diorite phase» 
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and a granodiorite phase. These phases are commonly banded or inter-
layered. Only a quartz monzonite phase has been observed in the 
Anson quadrangle, but this does not im:ply that the other phases are 
absent since only the edge of the batholith is exposed in the quad~ 
rangle. Another factor that must be kept in mind is that the expo·~· 
' 
sures were scatterede Possibly o~her phases exist but were not seen. 
The description provided by Moench (1954, p. 128) fits the 
appearance of the igneous rocks of the Black Hill pluton. In all 
probability the rocks are related to the same magma genesis which 
produced the igneous rocks of the Phillips quadrangle. The Sandy 
River pluton has some features which are markedly different. These 
include the coarse texture and a slight increase in potash feldspare 
However, these are only geJ;te,::r,-~liza'l(~ons since the exposures are too 
few to adequately describe the plutonic mass. The Sandy River pluton 
Hu.'ly well be connected with the Hallowell intrusive ( Chayes, 1952, 
~p. 20?-54) which occur further southo 
The time of emplacement of the plutons cannot be determined 
since the ages of the metasedimentary rocks are not positively knowne 
If stratigraphic units are Mid~Silurian in age, then the intru~, 
sives n~y possibly be Devonian. However» this is pure speculatione 
The paragenesis of the minerals of the Black Hill pluton 
and the Sandy Hiver pluton are essentially the samea The two plu= 
tons may be connected at depth and may be consanguineous . 'rb.e coarse 
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IV METAMORPHISM 
Metamorphic zonation 
The metamorphic zones as defi~ed by Billings (1937» p. 543) 
are the low .- gr ade zone, which has chlori te as the index mineral; 
the medium·-grade zone, which has b i otit e, garnet, and staurolite 
as the index minerals; and the high·-grade zone which has sillima-
nite as the index mineral. The scheme whereby zones are described 
in terms or index minerals has been described by Harker (1932 o 
The facies classification as proposed by Eskola includes a green·" 
schist facies wbich js eq,,_livalent to the low ~.grade zone, and the 
amphibolite facies which is.',:e.q.ui va.le,nt to the middle and hieh· ·grade 
~ones. The disadvantage of the zone classification of Billings is 
· :.:.t it does not _provide for contact metamorphic zones. Otherwise, 
I 
it is to be preferred for its simplicity. 
~1e metamorphic rocks of the Anson quadrangle are in the 
low~grade and middle- grade meta:norphic zones. The presence of 
sillimanite has not been observed in any of the assemblages. The 
low ~grade zone comprises most of the southern half of the quad= 
rangle. The ruedi unt-·gr acle zone and the contact metamorphic zona 
are restricted to the northern and northwest sections of the quad .. 
rangle (see metamorphic map). There are also contact metamorphic 
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r rJcks in the lower gorge of the Kennebec River south of Madison. 
The small area in the north"·Central section contains andac~ 
lusite and staurolite. It has been assumed to be contact meta·~ 
morphosed because of the y;resence of andalusite. The garnet zone 
is poorly definedo It has not been included here even though some 
thin sections contain garnet and bibt~te. Generally the garnet is 
found with biotite, staurolite, a ~d/or andalusite . 
The zones we re differentiated on the basis of minerals which 
formed from aluminous sediments. Schistose quartzites which orig-
inally contained appreciable quantities of aluminous interstitial 
material could be used in addition to the pelitic sediments. 
No contact metamor phic halo of any extent has been observed 
around the Sandy River pluton. At the western edge of the pluton 
~ ~. 
the contact was located ana .. tlie o"D.ij contact metamorphic effect 
noted in thin sections of the contact is the development of tremo"-
ite·-actinoli te from the original carbonate. The lime c~$ilicate 
mineral~ however, occurs in a zone only about twenty feet wide. 
Beyqnd this zone the rocks contain calcite and no lime- silicate. 
It is possible, however, that the contact metamorphic halo may be 
more extensive since the contacts have not been observed in other 
areas. 
The characteristic assemblages of the low-grade zone are 
quartz-chlorite- sericite and quartz~biotite=sericite. The biotite 
in the sericite schist occurs a s po r phy roblasts in a sericite matrix, 
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and probably the assemblage does not represent equilibrium. The 
quartz-chlorite-chloritoid assemblage occurs only in the Dyer Hill 
member. 
In the medium-grade zone the assemblages include quartz-
biotite-garnet-muscovite and biotite-staurolite-garnet-muscovite o 
This latter assemblage may occur with andalusite. The lime-sili-
cate assemblages include the following~ {1) quartz- calcite,-clino-
zoisi te, 2) quartz-.tremoli te-clinozoisi te, ( 3) quartz~bioti te-
tremolite-actinolite, (4) diopside-·phlogopite=quartz , {5) quartz-
diopside- calcite , and {6) quartz=calcite- biotite=muscovite. 
The assemblages quartz-sericite=biotite and muscovite-biotite-
garnet-staurolite- andalusite are out of equilibrium. The latter 
assemblage may also contain retrograde chlorite in some cases. 
~ 4 • 
. ', ,• ... "' -~ ~ :.._ 
According to the mineralogical phase rule, the number of minerals 
~annot exceed the number of oxides. Even excluding the andalusi te, 
ne assemblage biotite-garnet~staurolite does not repre&ent equi= 
librium. The presence of andalusite further complicates the prob= 
lem since andalusi te supposedly is an "anti-stress" mineral and 
cannot exist in equilibrium with stauroliteo The andalusite appears 
to be later than the staurolite in thin sections. If the assemblage 
muscovite-biotite-garnet-staurolite was out of equilibrium at the 
time that thermal metamorphism was imposed on the regional meta-
morphosed rocks, then andalusite may have formed at the expense of 
muscovit e according to the reaction shown (Turner, 1949, p. 77). 
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andalusite ·+- orthoclase ·+· water muscovite -t· quartz 
In other words~ the andalusite may be the result of polymetamor-
phism in which regional metamorphism was followed by contact meta= 
morphism. If the andalusite were a product of a higher grade of 
regional metamorphism, we should expect the mineral to show pre ... 
' 
ferred orientation and some evidenpe of deformation. This has not 
been the case. 
The mineral siderite occurs over a large area in the low·-
grade metrunorphic rocks. It is not found in rocks in the middle 
grade zone. The problem which arises in connection with the sid-
erite involves the effect of a higher grade of metamorphism on the 
mineral. Since no siderite has been found in the middle grade zone, 
'19 must conclude that ei th~:r tl'le ~:ideri te has been changed over 
··' .. . ·, 
t o another mineral, or, the areal distribution of siderite fortui~ 
.. 0usly coincided with the areal limits of the low- grade zone. If 
t,.~.derite were converted into magnetite by a higher grade of meta-
morphism, as suggested by Harker (1932, p. 289 » then magnetite 
should have been more abundant in the rocks of the middle- grade 
zone. This was not the observed case. With increasing grade of 
metamorphismP iron may be released from the siderite and may com-~ 
bine v11th calcium to form diopside or actinolite since silica is 
always in excess. It is possible that biotite or almandine may 
form in the more pelitic s ediments. 
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The metamorphic minerals 
~tuartz is present in almost all of the rocks and is always 
anhedral. In the more coarsely clastic rocks of the low - grade 
metamorphic zone, it may be subrounded in phenocrysts. In the 
quartzites of the middle~grade zone, t£ is always recrystallized 
and embays or surrounds other minerals. In some of the schists 
I 
the quartz may be granulated or may be found in local lenses or 
segregations. In the schistose quartzj tes the quartz is elongated 
parallel to the schistosity. ~uartz is in excess for probably all 
reactions and has a broad stability range. 
The biotite usually makes its appearance at the initial stages 
of the medium grade metamorphism. The biotite is usually red-brown 
and may occasionally be red-:brqwn in the center with bleached or color-
.', ' '·' " · ~ .\. 
less rims as in specimen A- 56. In this case the biotite may be con~ 
7erted to phlogopite by loss of iron. In the specimen just men-
I 
. .toned, garnet also begins to make its appearance, indi.cating that 
the phlogopite may form at a higher grade of metamorphism between 
the biotite and garnet zone. Several s ect i ons show porphyroblasts 
of garnet which have formed at the expense of biotite. The rims 
of biotite are still visible on the edges of the fres hly formed 
garnet. The biotite may impart a schistosity in some of the schist-
ose quartzites and schists, except in the contact metamorphic rocks 
Where the biotite is randomly oriented in wide plates. 
Chlorite is present in the low-grade zone in finely divided 
cement or incipient crystals . It is present in all metamorphic zones» 
including the staurolite zone. According to Billings (1937» p. 552 
the chlorite may be retrograde if it forms pseudomorphs» and it may 
be prograde if it is in small flakes,in the groundmass. When the 
chlorite is retrograde qnd pseudomorphously forms after a higher 
grade mineral such as garnet or stauroliteP it may gro•~ transverse 
to the earlier foliation. 
Garnet occurs in the middle grade metamorphic zones associated 
with biotite and/or staurolite. In the schistose rocks it is us -
ually euhedral. In the more quartzitic rocks it may be poikilo~ 
blastic. Occasionally the center of the garnet crystals are crowded 
with inclusions of dusty bJ;~<?K -_matep,ial. In some cases the garnet 
is seen in the center of large porphyroblasts of staurolite. The 
:o:.rne t may in some cases retain rims of biotite, or euhedral porphyro-
)lasts of garnet may be in the center of larger biotite flakes. 
Most of the garnet in the schists is probably of metamorphic origin. 
In the quartzites» the garnet occurs as anhedral masses or poikilo-
blastic grains and may possibly be detrital. There is no positive 
way of differentiation· between detrital garnet and metamorphic 
garnet except possibly where there is a high concentration of garnet, 
Which was initially deposited as detrital garnet at the bottom of 
a graded bed. 
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Stallrolite occurs exclusively in the aluminous sediments in 
large porphyroblasts which frequently contain inclusions of quartz 9 
giving the mineral a poikiloblastic t.exture8 As mentioned previous~ 
ly the staurolite is usually associated with biotite and/or garnet» 
indicating that the rocks have not ~ttained equilibrium. 
Andalusite is found in rocks near the plutonic contacts 
and also in a zone as far as five miles from the exposed igneous 
rocks. The mineral has been noted in several thin sections in asso-
ciation with garnet and staurolite. It is possible that the asso= 
elation of staurolite and andalusite may r epresent regional meta-
morphism of medium grade followed by contact metamorphism. 
The feldspars are detrital as far as can be seen. If the 
feldspars · were of metamorp.b·i.c t>ri-gi{l, they would be difficult to 
J.denti1'y without the characteristic twinning patterns. The feld -
'>J?ars do not have any significance a s metamorphic index minerals 
~nd it is probable that they do not enter into the reactions at the 
grade of metamorphism which has been attained. 
Muscovite occurs as sericite in the low grade minerals. In 
t he middle-grade zone it may occur in large flakes. It enters into 
reaction in the form of sericite. Some of the sericite noted in the 
middle-grade zone probably is an alteration of andalusite . 
Calcite is present in the low ~grade zone as anhedral patches 
or as interstitial material. In the low- middle-grade zone it occurs 
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as euhedral crystals" No calcite has been seen in the staurolite 
zone. It is likely that calcite or dolomite has been totally con-
sumed to form the lime-·silicate minerals. 
Chloritoid has been observed in the specimens of the Dyer 
Hill formation. It occurs as long thin crystals which transect the 
' 
foliation and shows excellent "ho~r glass" structure. It probably 
forms under the conditions of low-grade metamorphism where iron is 
-' 
in excess and potash and soda are deficient (Harker~ 1932, p. 213) o 
The lime-silicate minerals include tremolite·-actinolite, 
sphene, epidote, zoisite, clinozoisite, and diopside. These minerals 
generally occur in the low-middle or middle-grade zones. Except for 
one instance~ they usually do not have calcite as and associated min-
eral. .\ ~,: I ' 
' ·· ~ · .. 
The iron sulfides and the iron carbonate 
3-eneral statement 
The sulfides of iron - pyrite and pyrrhotite ~ are as abun= 
dant in the stratigraphic units of the Anson formation as they are 
i n the rocks of the Phillips and Kingfield quadrangle. In addition 
t o the iron sulfides, there also appears in the rocks of the south-
ern half of the ~uadrangle, conspicuous amounts of siderite . This 
section will be devoted to an explanation of the relationship of the 
sulfides and iron carbonate, and their modes of formation. The sul= 
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fide problem of this region has been fully treated by Moench (1954, 
pp . 251-280 , However, at the time .Moench's paper was written, 
little hi gh temperature-pressure work haJ been conducted on the 
pyrite-pyrrhotite stabilHy relationships. The experimental re -
sults which have been published since then will be reviewed in 
' this section, and their application to the sulfides of the area 
will be discussed, 
The relationships of the occurrence of pyrite and pyrrho-
tite to their metamorphic environment holds true in the Anson quad~ 
rangle a s it does in the Phillips quadrangle" In general, the pyrite 
occurs in the unmetamorphosed or low- grade metamorphic rocks as dis·-
seminated cubes, and is confined for the most part in the Parmachenee 
and Ans on formations. The pyrrhotite occurs in the low and low-
·•· 
• ~ \ l • .• ' ~ ~ 
middle grade metamorphic rocks of the Parmachenee formation 9 usually 
i n lineated patches in the plane of foliation. It must be pointed 
out at this point that the sulfides are not totally restricted to 
the PaTioochenee or Anson formation. They also occur in minor amounts 
in the Madrid quartzites. Some broad generalizations may be noted 
with regard to the siderite and the iron sulfides: 
1 Siderite is restricted to the low ·-grade metamorphic zones. 
It usually occurs in the arenaceous limestones or limy sandstones . 
The greatest concentrations are found in the coarser beds. This 
may be a function of porosity. 
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2) Usually siderite occurs without a sulfide within 
individual beds even though a sulfide may be found in the adjacent 
beds. 
3) When a sulfide does occur with siderite» it generally 
is pyrite rather than pyrrhotiteo 
4) Many of the beds whic4 contain siderite contain no~ 
table amounts of iDnenite. The ilmenite is mostly in some stage 
of alteration to leucoxene. Unless the ilmenite is examined 
under reflected light 5 it may appear to be one of the sulfides. 
5) There is a tendency for sulfides to decrease as sid-
erite increases. 
6 The siderite generally occurs in euhedral rhombs. 
In the weathered beds only. the fhombic void may remain rim~ 
. .. •... .. . \. 
med by limonite. These limonite-rimmed voids are responsible 
fort he brown blebs found in the Anson formation. 
7) In some thin sections siderite occurs without cal-
cite. On others calcite is the more conspicuous carbonate. 
8) The pyrite and pyrrhotite concentrations are greater 
in the blackp carbonaceous shales. 
The origin of the sulfides and the iron carbonate 
Moench (1954~ p. 262 favors a syngenetic origin for the 
sulfides as opposed to a metasomatic origin. The observations 
in the Anson quadrangle lead the writer to a similar conclusion. 
Bowe·ve1·, the liters,Jure pertaining to syngenetic sulfides will 
be briefly mentioned in a later section, since the origin of the 
sid 8rite must be considered also. 
The reas ons for fav oring a sedimentary or syngenetic 
ori gin for the sulfides in prefer~nce to a hydrothermal origin 
are the following: 
1) The sulfides are restricted to ce r tain sedimentary 
horizons. 
2) The sulfides and the i ron carbonat e a re well dissem~ 
inated over a large distance. Apparently there is no strong 
con centra ti on. 
3 The q,uartz veins and IJOssible s ilicified fault zones 
are the only evidence fo~;f;' ,}lydrGt[l,ermal action, but no pyrite 
of pyrrhot ite is found in the quartz veins except for one case. 
This exception occurs in the old Robinson mine in the northwest 
; 
corner of the q,uadrangle. The q,uartz vein at the old mine con-
tains pyrrhotite, sphalerite, cha lcopyrite, pyrite, galena, and 
arsenopyrite. The pyrrhotite in this vein may well have been 
formed by solution of pyrrhotite out of the country rock. It 
has been noted by the wri ter, that where quartz veins occur in 
areas of limy beds there is mucb vein calcite visible. iuhere 
veins occur predomi nantly in quartzitic beds without limestone, 
then calcite is entirely lacking as a constituent of the vein. 
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This suggests that the solutions may be derived from the country 
rock and may dissolve out certain constituents of the country rock 
and depos it these constituents as vein materiaL In areas removed 
from the intrusives , the solutions m;:l.y not be of hi gh enough tem~ 
perature to dissolve out the pyrrho~ite. The quartz vein at the 
' Robinson mine is close to the intrusive. 
4 ) The quartz veins, which are the only possible indication 
of hydrothermal action» in most cases cut the i.)yrrhotite and py-
rite-bearing beds, indica ting a later generation than the sulfides. 
lt may be he l pful to s tate the problems concerning the 
occurrence of the sulfide minerals and the siderite in the fol-
lowing questions: 1) What is the origin of the Eiderite, pyrite, 
and pyrrhotite? The origin _of the latter two minerals has been 
... 
... ,· ... ' ~ ~ 
discussed by Moench (1954» pp. 251~80), therefore the writer 
will discuss the problem in the light of new data. 2) What is 
the relationship - if any - of the siderite to the iron sulfides? 
3 What is the relationship between the siderite and the calcite? 
4) What information can be attained regarding the depositional 
environment from the mineral a ssemblages? 
The occurrence of iron sulfides and iron ca rbonate in 
sedimentary rocks is well documente(L Most of the writer s concur 
on the necessity for a reducing env ironment. Harder (1919 , pp . 7 ~ 
85 describes t he results of studies of Black Sea muds and stip-
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ulates that one type of mud contained anhydrous ferrous sulfide 
(FeS.nH~O) possibly as a gel. 
Doss (Harder, 1919, p. 63 explains the origin of sedi·~ 
mentary iron sulfides in the following manner: 
Iron is dissolved from iron~bearing minerals a nd carried 
in solution as soluble ferrous'c~rbonate (FeC03 ) by surface 
waters to enclosed bays or l~goons i n which decaying or-
ganic raatter is abundant. Here, the iron is precipitated 
either directly as black ferrous sulfide by reaction with 
hydrogen sulfide liberated by bacteria from decaying or-· 
ganic matter, or as ferric hydroxide by iron-bearing 
bacteria. .!ferric hydroxide 9 under r educing co nditions 
and in the presence of hydrogen sulfide, is changed to 
hydrated ferrous sulfide e By loss of water and addition 
of sulfur, which occurs as free sulfur in the mud, the 
hydrated ferrous sulfide is changed to melnikovite (FeSz ) e 
The melnikovi te alters gradually to pyrite and t he en-
closing mud becomes hardened and cemented by clay and shalee 
Lepp (1937, p. 533) states that ferrous sulfi de will 
... 
dissolve in carbonated wilier· a; .Fe(HC03)ze With the liberation 
of co2, the FeC~ is precipitated. Rubey (1930 9 p . 12) in his 
descripti.on of the Cretaceous sedimentary rocks of th
1
e Black 
Hills Region describes anaerobic conditions of foul stagnant 
muds which •JOuld provide siderite deposits instead of calcium 
carbonate and iron sulfide mixtures . 
Evi dently a bas in of restricted ci rculat ion is essen-
tial for the formati on of a r educing environment. Strom (1924, 
p. 369 states that changes in climate, morphology, or relative 
water level may cause a relative alternation betw een black shales 
and "ventilated" deposits" ~Vhether the basin of deposition 
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is shallow or deep, landlocked, or whether it is a stagnant area 
in the open sea is a q_uest ion which has not been settled to 
the satisfaction of most geologists (Pettijohn 9 1957, Po 625)., 
Pettijoll!l (Po 626) considers density stratification dependent 
on salinity differences as most probable for providing an 
obstacle to convection currents .. 
The best approach to the problem of minerals formed 
under reducing or oxidizing conditions appears to be in terms 
of the Eh and pH. Zobell (1939, p. 423) writes that the oxid-· 
ation·-reduction potential (Eh) controls whether the iron in 
sediments will exist in the ferric, ferrous, or metallic state" 
He also states (p. 418 that the reducing intensity or degree 
of reduction, increases fro~ the surface of the bottom sediment 
d' 
,', \. ' ·' ' ·· ~ .'-
downwards, whereas the reducing capacity decreases downwardso 
The reason for a downward decrease of reducing power is due to 
a deficien~y of organic material available for reduction or 
oxidation., According to Zobell (p. 418), the upper 5- 10 
centimeters of sediments, is that portion of the bottom sediments 
in which the bacterial activity is the greate.st » and below 5 
centimeters the Eh may range from -0.2 volts to -Oc58 volts. 
James (1954, p. 242) restricts the deposition of iron 
in the ferric state to the OKYgenated, shallow wave and current-
swept portion of the continental shelf, whereas iron is pre-
cipitated as a sulfide in the bottom areas which are deficient 
in oxygen due to bacterial action" James (p. 242) describes 
the intermediate zone as that area in which oxygen is suffi-
cient to remove organic matter~ and restrict the formation of 
considerable H2So In this intermediate zone iron is precipi-
tated as a carbonate. 
Teodorovich (Chilingar~ 1955~ ppQ 764-67» in reference 
to Teodorovich divides the oxidation~,reduction environment 
into six zoneso The first is the strongly reducing sulfide 
zone. The second is the siderite and iron sulfide zone. The 
third is the siderite and vivianite zone. The fourth is the 
chlorite zone with ferrous and ferric iron. The fifth and sixth 
comprise the oxide and hydroxtde zones • 
. ·. ,' ... " ·· ~ :, 
Krumbein and Garrels (1952» pp. 1-33 have provided sta-
bility diagrams for hematite» siderite, and pyrite (see figs. 
; 
15, 16, 17 which help to explain the relationships of these 
minerals in terms of Eh and pH Figure 15 shows the stability 
fields of the oxides and sulfides. The dashed lines in figures 
15 and 16 show the stability fields of H2o. Above the dashed 
lines water is stable. Below the dashed lines water decomposes. 
The bounda~y between the stability fields of H20 and 02 (the 
limit of atmospheric oxidation) is not shown since it is off 
the diagrams at the top. Some interesting relationships should 
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be pointed out. Note tha t when siderite is present the sta-
bility field of pyrite is greatly decreased» but that of ferrous 
sulfide is not affected. It must be pointed out that the stabil-
i ty field of hematite also '_ncludes limonite and t he manganese 
oxides, even though they are not shown on the diagrams. At a 
pH of 7 siderite is stable when the Eh values lie between ~0.15 
and -0.4 volts. Pyrite is stable between - 0.5 and ~0.65 voltso 
In a more a lkaline environment, the siderite is stable at slight-
ly lower Eh values. 
Figure 17 is essentially the same as figure 15 except that 
contours which show the activity of ferrous and ferric iron 
and calcium ion ha:ve been added. Krwnbein and Garrels (1952, 
p. 15 show some interesting relationships between calcite, 
... 
... ,· ... ' ., ... 
siderite, pyrite, and hematite. Note that t he dashed line, 
which represents the activity of the calci um ion, is parallel 
to the Eh axis. This relationship indicates that t he 'calcium 
ion and the carbonate ion are independent of Eh. The carbonate 
ion» however, is strongly dependent on pH. A solution at point 
A Which contained 10-l mols/liter of ca lcium and 10 ~3 mols/liter 
iron would precipitate siderite and calcite. If t he character-
istics of the solut ion changed so that it moved to point B, 
then siderite and calcite would continue to precipitate at a 
ra1io of 100 mols/liter of calcite to 1 mol/liter of siderite. 
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per liter. (after Krumbein and Garrels, 1952) 
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If a solution at point A contained lo -3 mols/liter of iron and lo-2 
mols/liter of calcitep then siderite would precipitate from A to 
B, but no calcite would come out of solution until point B is at-
tained o Between B and E, with the same concentrations as above, 
siderite and calcite would both precipitateP but the ratio of 
siderite to calcite would be 100 to 1. This diagram then serves 
to explain the occurrence of c~lcite with siderite or with py-
riteo It the rock contains calcite predominantly» with minor 
amounts of siderite, we might conclude that the pH of the de -
positing environment was near 7.8~ If» however» the carbonate 
was predominantly siderite, we might conclude that the pH was 
nearer 7. We should not, however, expect to find pyrite with 
hematite in a sedimentary environment. It is possible» however, 
... 
that the Eh value might· .. t-emporarily shift with the consequence 
that a minor amount of siderite would be replaced by pyrite or 
vice versao t/ithin individual beds we should not expect to find 
equally large amounts of siderite and pyrite" It is possible, 
however, that conditions of sedimentation may change - notably 
Eh - between deposition of adjacent beds, such that one bed 
may contain pyrite predominantly, while the next bed may con-
tain siderite. 
The origin of the pyrite poses no problem if ;ve assume 
a sedimentary origin in a reducing environment. The origin of 
the pyrrhotite, however, poses some interesting problems. Did 
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the pyrrhotite form contemporaneously with the sediments, or was it 
formed by metamorphism? If it formed later than the sediments, 
then the parent sulfide may have been either pyrite, or ferrous 
sulfide. 'l'he ferrous sulfide could be either troilite or the 
hydrous ferrous sulfide, hydrotroilite. The factor of composi-
tion of the sulfide may be of vital i'mportance to the solution 
of the problem. 
Moench (1954, p. 269) favors an origin for the pyrrhotite 
whereby pyrite is converted to pyrrhotite with increasing total 
pressure and decreasing vapor pressure or S or H2S, according 
to the reaction: 
pyrite ~ pyrrhottte and sulfur 
In a regional metamorphic environment, according to Moench 
... 
... \. ' ' ' ·· ~ _., 
(p. 269), where the volatiles can escape freely, the temperature 
stability range of the pyrite ~ ould be lowered with the result 
that the above reaction could take place at a lower temperature. 
ln a contact metamorphic environment, the pressure may be increas-
ed so that the reaction takes place at a higher temperature • 
.l!:xperimental work has recenty been done on the pyrr-
hotite-pyrite stability relationships at the Ge Jphysical Lab-
oratory of the Garnegie lnstitute by Kullenud and Yoder ll956-
l9j7, pp. 181-91) and several stability aiagrams have been 
constructea. ffor experiments in~olving a vapor phase (p. 190) 
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evacueted s ilica tubes were used such t hat the free space 
allowed a. vapor phase to bn present . rrhe vapor pressure is 
limited of course by t he strength of the tubes. Where higher 
vapor pressures were desired, external pressure was ap1)lied. 
In expt:riments "~i lle re the external P,ressure was ap:plied, col·-
l aps ible gold tubes 1N ere use d , a nd external pressure was applied 
to the tubes so that where tho ext ernal pressure was greater 
than t he internal pressure, the vapor was condensed and no 
vapor })hase could exist . Where the vai)Or pressure had to be 
fixed, two silica-glass bulbs were connected by a tube. One 
bulb contained sulfur at a given temperature thereby fixing 
the vapor pressure while the other bulb was heated to a desired 
temperature. ~- .. 
. ~ ,• ·-· " -... _.~ 
The system Fe ···S was investigated at 1 atmosphere pressure 
and at several thousands a tmospheres of pressure (p. 188), and 
also with va1)or pressure present , but ~~ i th the pressure of the 
system not constant. Figure 18 (Kullerud and Yoder, 1955- 56, 
p. 181) shows the upper stability rel at ionships of pyrite-
pyrrhotite. The vapor pressure i s about equal to the conf ining 
pressure. At 1 atmosphere of sulfur vapor pressure, the pyrite 
dissociates into pyrrhotite and sulfur at 690°Ce Figure 19 
shows the temperature-composition relationship for the Fe=S 
system at l atmosphere. The figure is an isobaric section through 
the pressure-temperature diagram (not shown compiled by Kullerud 
and Yoder (1956-57p p. 189). Figure 20 is an isobaric section 
through the same pressure ~·temperature diagram at several thousand 
atmospheres ( p. 190). Figure 21 shows Fe·~S system with vapor 
pressure present in all assemblages, 'but pressure is not constant 
(p. 191). The last three diagrams are of interest since they show 
the relationship between varying composition and temperature. At 
one atmosphere, FeS2 (figure 5 breaks down into pyrrhotite at 
approximately 690°0. However, note the effect of variation of com-
position between FaS and Fe62• With a sli~lt increase inS from 
FeS, pyrrhotite is stable at increasing temperatures. With a 
composition between Fe~4 and Fe2s3 ~ pyrrhotite and pyrite co-
exist up to a temperature of 69ooc Consider the relationships at 
... 
. ·. \ . ' ' ' ·· .. :~ 
several 'thousand atmospheres (figure 20). Pyrite breaks down to 
pyrrhotite and gas at slightly over 800°0. If the sulfide has a 
composition between FeS and FeS2 , then either pyrrhotite is stable 
at increasing temperatures, or pyrite and pyrrhotite can both CO ·· 
exist up to approximately soooc. With a vapor phase present (Fig. 
21, pressure not constant pyrite breaks down to a liquid plus 
vapor at about 74300. With increasing temperature FeS forms pyr-
rhotite plus vapor, and the sulfide with composition between FeS 
and FeS2 breaks down to pyrite plus pyrrhotite plus vapor. In 
the discussion of these diagrams , the writer wishes to bring to 
focus the possible jmportance of the exact composition of the 
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primitive sulfidea 
The complete temperature- pressure - composition relationships 
of the sulfide system has not been determined as yet, but the results 
depicted on the diagrams are of value in showing the possible re ~ 
lationships. It must be borne in mind~ however, that the experi-
• 
ments were performed on pure compounds or elements. The effect that 
the presence of impurities may have on the stability of the minerals, 
or on their equilibrium relationship, cannot be determined. Another 
important factor which must be considered in applying experimental 
laboratory results to explain natural phenomena is that we never 
actually know the temperature- pressure·-composition, or other factors 
which may have initially existed in nature. The correlation of ex-
perimental results with observed field relationships, however, seam 
~ ~ . 
. ', ,• ... " - , ~ :~ 
to be the best approach. 
, :ummary 
In the course of field mapping, it becrune apparent that 
pyrrhotite and pyrite occurrences cannot be differentiated or 
sharply separated in terms of metamorphic environment. The pyr·~ 
rhotite occurs in low-grade metamorphic areas, as well as in low-
middle grade metamorphic areas, often in close proximity to pyrite. 
Siderite is restricted, for the most part, to the southern half of 
the quadrangle, and is generally associated with the more cal-
careous units. A review of the literature on syngenetic sulfide 
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shows that the occurrence of amorphous FaS is not uncommon where the 
oxidation-reduction potential is favorable. If amorphous FeS formed 
where the Eh had a high negative valu~, we might expect that the re-
ducing potential may remain low if the muds were buried by sedimen-
t.ation. There is no reason to assumf:3 that amorphous FeS will revert 
to pyrite unless the Eh values moved up into the stability region 
where pyrite would form. With fairly rapid burial, the extreme re-
dusing potential may prevent the conversion to pyrite, and the ini-
tial metamorphic processes may convert the monosulfides to pyrrhotite. 
In other instances where the oxidation-potential and pH values were 
favorable for the formation of pyrite, then the pyrite would probably 
remain stable under the initial metamorphic conditions. It is true 
that pyrite is observed in .J)lMk mtiqs more than FeS, but this may be 
du-e to the fact that pyrite is much more stable at atmospheric con-
:' t ti ons than is the FeS. Amorphous FeS would revert to FeS2 fairly 
I 
J.~apidly with an increase of oxidation potential. The c'onversion of 
FeS to Fes2 under initial metamorphic conditions would involve the 
addition of sulfur or the subtraction of iron. The composition of 
PYrrhotite involves a deficiencey of Fe rather than an excess of 
sulfur (Palache, Berman, and Frondel, 1946, p. 235 in reference to 
Hagg and Sucksdorfi' 1933). The reaction might go (FeS---+ Fe1-xS + xFe) 
from the amorphous monosulfide to pyrrhotite plus iron, rather than 
Fes +- S ---+- Fes2 ---; Fe1_:x-9 • s. In the latter reaction there is 
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still a deficiency of iron. Under metamorphic conditions, the sul~ 
fide mineral which would form would be the one most stable under 
the metamorphic environment. Palache, Berman, and Frondel (1945, 
p. 235 with reference to Hagg and Sucksdorff (1933) state that 
the troilite (FeS) cell has six times the volume of the pyrrhotite 
' 
cell. The formation of the r~neral with the smaller cell volume 
would be expected under metamorphic conditions. 'rhis argument of 
course would also hold for the conversion of troilite to pyrite. 
The formation of pyrrhotite from FeS would be possible, 
as seen in the temperature-pressure diagrams (Figs. 18, 19, 20), 
with rising temperature and pressure. Whether the phases Fe3s 4 
and Fe2s3 exist in nature is highly q_uestionable. However, the 
wr•iter has attempted to exp.lein. the·. Qccurrence of pyrite, pyrrhotite , 
~ .. ud siderite in terms of laboratory experimental results. 
,?onclusion 
The writer would like to tender an alternate explanation 
for the occurrence of pyrrhotite: namely, that the initial sulfide 
may have been FeS rather than Fes2 • The fact that pyrrhotite and 
pyrite often occur in close proximity, and apparently bear little 
relationship to the metamorphic environment, may be explained in 
terms of initial composition of the sulfides. 
The occurrence of siderite and its relation to calcite 
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may be a function of the initial oxidation-potential and the pH of the 
sedimentary environment. The presence of pyrite may be explained 
by an Eh s lightly lower tha n that needed for sideritee 
~ •\: . . ' ' 
"V STRUCTURE 
General statement 
The structure of the Anson qu~drangle presents some per-
\ 
plexing problems which are complicated or made difficult by the 
absence of good bedrock exposures in critical areas. In addition 
to the almost ubiquitous glacial drift covering the bedrock, there 
is an additional thick cover of alluvium which completely obscures 
the bedrock in some sections {see geomorphic map). Hmvever, the 
large scale structure has been solved to some extent. It will be 
noted on the geologic map that the regional grain is southeast-
... 
. ', ,• . . ' -~ .. ' 
northwest as reflected- by the large fold structures. There is 
a large synclinal type of structure in the center of the map. 
The nature of the folds and, hence, the structural interpre-
tation of the quadrangle are based on the following features; 
l} The attitude of the bedding, 2) Minor folds, 3) the se-
quence of stratigraphic units -- assuming the stratigraphy is 
correct. 
Folds 
Bedding 
The attitude of the beds throughout the quadrangle pre~ 
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sented a n interesting problem as the mapping proceeded. The 
strike of the beds was consistently to the northeast and the dip 
of the beds was found to be consistently steep, usually ranging 
close to the vertical. The plot of poles of the bedding planes 
were measured on the lower hemisphere of a Schmidt equal area net 
• 
(see fig. 22). The average stri~e of the 200 bedding planes meas-
ured is N 420E and the average dip is 80° to the northwest. The 
strike and dip readings were fairly well scattered except over 
areas of thick alluvium cover. Not one outcrop was found in which 
the strike was toward the northwest. It would be expected that 
the strike would begin to assume a north to northwesterly reading 
if noses of folds were present. The plot of the poles to the bed-
ding planes shows very l:i,t.:t;;L~ var~~tion from the single strong 
maximum, and much of the minor variation is noted for the bedding 
in the vicinity of plutons, which appear to have disrupted the 
adj acent beds to a slight degree. The strong maxima could be in-
terpreted as an indication of isoclinal folding. Since most of 
the beds dip in the same direct i on, we s hould then be forced to 
conclude that all of the axial pl anes of the folds are overturned. 
Figure 23 shows the plot of 74 poles of cleavage planes. 
Here again we have a s trong maximum which gives an average strike 
reading of N 280E and average dip close to the vertical. A com-
parison of t his figure with the one for the poles to the bedding 
Plane suggests that the cleavage and be dding plane are parallel 
104 
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Fig. 22 . -Contour diagram of poles of 200 
bedding planes measured on the lower hemisphere 
of the Schmidt equal area net. Contours 3%, 10%, 
13%, 16%, 1~ P,er 1% area. 
j• 
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~lg . 23.-Contour diagram of poles of 74 
cleavage planes plotted on the lower hemisphere 
of the Schmidt equal area net. Contours 1.3%, 
4%, 6%, 10%, 16% p~r 1% ~rea. 
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or very nearly parallel. This, again, would be an indication that 
the beds, for the most part, are situated on the limbs of folds 
and not on the erests and troughs, which is borne out by the strong 
bedding plane maximum. 
It is difficult to account for the absence of the noses of 
' 
the folds, but the following pos~ibilities exist: l) During the 
folding, the crests of the fold structure were fractured and ero-
sion proceeded rapidly with the result that the crests and noses 
of the folds were eroded, while the troughs have not yet been ex-
posed. 2) The fold structures are very large and the noses may 
exist in the adjacent quadr.angles to the northeast and southwest. 
3) A third possibility is that the structure may not be isoclinal, 
but may be explained in te;rms of,pleated folds as suggested by 
. ' \ . . ~ · .. 
c.w. Wolfe (1957). 
The first possibility appears less tenable than the other 
two. Even if the erosion in the noses of the folds ha'd been 
intense, there should be some evidence remaining of northwest~ 
striking beds. The second possibility appears to have mnch 
more merit. Fold structures which run great distances are not 
uncommon in the New England area. The Bronson Hill anticline, 
as an example, extends from the Mt. ·Washington quadrangle in New 
Hampshire into central Massachusetts, a distance of 140 miles 
(Kruger, 1946, p. 187) o The syncline in the center of the Anson 
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quadr angle continues into the Kingfield quadrnagle» (Skapinsky, 
personal communication), but the linear extent to the northeast 
is not known at this time. Future ~apping may resolve this 
question. 
Pleated folding may well su~ply the answer to this problem 
which exists in some of the adjacent quadrangles. Pleated folds 
form in the following manner as outlined by c.w. Wolfe (personal 
conmmnication) o In the primary stage of formation of the pleated 
f olds, the lower parts of a geosyncline are undergoing magmati-
zati on at the same time that compression is initiated. Small 
scale folding is produced at this t ime. Continued compression 
coupl ed with extensive magmatizat i on results in the downbuckling 
of great blocks of strat_a,; .in _ dep·t{l, but the strata at the top of 
t he geosyncline remain essenti ally horizontal and respond to the 
stresses by overthrusting and minor crumpling. The buckled strata 
below the overthrust rocks achieve equilibrium when the bedding 
becomes es s entially vertical, r esulting in a structure similar to 
large pl eats. Magma is driven between blocks or pl eats during 
the buckling. It could conce ivably be f orced above a sinking 
block. Repetition or omission of s trata would depend on the 
ori entation which blocks assumed in the l ate st ages of foundering, 
on the geosync l inal depth where pl eating be0an , and, also, on 
where the magma wa s intruded between large segments of blocks. 
In some sections t he blocks may be foundered with no magmatic 
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material interspersed between them, producing no omission of strata. 
This could lead later to an interpretation of the structure a s a n 
example of classical isoclinal folding. In other areas, isolated 
blocks may be placed in such positions that no interpretation of 
isoclinal fulding would be feasible. 
' 
This mechanism would acco1+nt for the apparent lack of crests 
and troughs of folds and, also, for the absence of noses of folds. 
In those blocks which assume a position such that the bedding is 
vertical, the late stage compressive forces of the intruding magma 
TNhich would be acting perpendicular to the bedding -- would pro-
duce cleavage or foliation essentially parallel to the bedding, with 
the recrystallizing platy minerals forming with their largest dimen-
sion perpendicular to the.'~onipre.,ssion. This is the observed sit-
.' ' ' ~ - - ·, 
uation in the Anson quadrangle. The mapping now being carried out 
in the adjacent quadrangles may provide some helpful additional 
information which may lead to the solution of this problem. 
Joints 
The joint diagram (figure 24) was compiled from 103 poles 
to joint planes, measured on the lovver hemisphere of a Schmidt 
equal area net. Although it would have been desirable to use a 
greater nwnb er of readings, only those joints whose altitudes 
COuld be clearly measured were used. However, even with the 
relatively small number of readings, a well developed set of max-
ima can be seen on the plot. The strongest maximum shows the 
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Fig. 24 -Contour diagram of poles of 1~3 joints 
plotted on the lower hemisphere of the Schmidt equal 
area net. Contours 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10% per 1% area • 
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joint pl~~es striking N 66° W and having essentially a verti-
cal dip. The second less strongly developed maximum shovJS the 
joint planes to be at right angles to the strong r.1ax i mum. This 
second maximum strikes N 25° E with a very steep dip . The third 
n~ximum strikes N 70° E with essentially a vertical dip • 
• 
The strong maximum of joirtts which a re perJ)endicular to 
the regional grain or fold axe s are considered to be extension 
j ointso Billings (1954, p. 117) states that this type of joint is 
common in orogenic beltso 'I'he. joint set •~hich is nearly parallel 
to the axial plane o f the regional fold structure is interpreted 
as being a release joint set o r a longitudinal joint set. The 
third joint set, which intersects the prominent joint set at 45°, 
is considered to be a diagpnal 1qint set or possibly a set of shear 
. . . . ~ -.. 
fractures. If the compression were perpendicular to the regional 
fold axis, we might expect tw o sets of shear fractures to develop 
I 
with their acute a ngle facing the di rection of compression. 
On two outcrops intersect ing joints •·•hich were filled with 
vein quartz •vere observed. The opening between the fractures 
were no more than one-eighth inch •~ ide, but they were well defined 
because the quartz was in reli ef aga inst the bedrock due to its 
greater resistance to erosion. A protractor could be laid down 
on the intersection of the two fractures to measure the angle • 
.All of the r.1easured fractures intersected at 450 v~ ith little or no 
deviationo The conclusion dr awn from the joint system is that the 
lll 
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con~ressive forc e s were acting in a southeast northwest direc .. " 
ti on v; ith the extensional relief operative in a northeast ~· south .. -
west di:r·ection. 
Since onJy a relatively small amount of the intrusive rock 
outcro Cl S in the quadr angle. it vV[lS imposs ible to obtain enough 
. , ' 
readings on the attitute of the j,oints in the intrusive bodies to 
constrllCt a joint diagram for the two intrusives. It would 
have been helpful to know if the jointing in the intrusive bodies 
was related to the regi onal jointing, or if it was later than the 
f ol ding , since the granitic r ocks are definitely post sedimentation. 
Faults 
I n an nrea such as the Anson quadrangle in which the rocks 
... 
... \· .. 
have been so highly disturbed, it would be expected that the stress-
es might be such as to produce large -~scale faulting. No large scale 
displacements have been cbserved, however» a lthough many sma ll 
faults with minor displacements have been noted . It is a matter 
of conj ect ure as to whether the gl ac ial drift has effectively bid~ 
den a ll evidence of large faults or whether no large scale faults 
exist. 
Many small faults have been observed a long the west bank 
of the Kennebec River below the t hird set of falls a bout one 
mile south of Madiscn in the type exposure of the Kennebec formati on o 
Shear zones containing vein 'i Uartz a r e evident» and, the strike 
ot the faults n r e parallel to the ::Jtrike of t h e bedding \·J ith no 
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indication of large-scale displacement" On the op_;,;osite bank of 
the Kennebec River» there is e. low angle thrust fault which in -· 
volves considerably more displncernent 9 3.lthough it cannot be class-
ified as large.- scale in extent» CJ.nd is not of sufficient magni-
tude to 3.PlJear on the map . The fault plane is extremely irregular 
• 
and brecciated, (figure 25) so th~t the precise altitude is di f -
ficult to me&sure" The strike is about N 5° W with a dip of 26o 
to the ;·;est. The extent of the d isplacernent is indeter-minable, 
but some calcareous qu<u·tzi tes have been thrust over th:J nly 
bedded quartzites and phyllites. A few feet south of the thrust 
two small-scale transverse faults \'Jere noted which offset the strata 
by four inches and twelve inches, the strike trending N 40° W. 'Ihese 
smaller faults seem to bea~ no genetic relationship to the thrust 
. .. ... ... .. \. 
to the north. 
There is a strong possibility that the Kennebec River loc-
ally flmvs in a fault plane between the second and third set of 
falls belo;v Mallison, where the Kennebec follows the strike of 
the mejor structure for a short distanceo The evidence for the 
faulting is based on stratigraphic relationships. The presence 
of only a short sequence of the Madrid formation is indicCJ.ti ve 
of a break in sedimentation. The shear zone in the more pelitic 
rocks just below the massive quartzites at the third set of falls 
&lso seems t o indicate large scale faulting in the i~nediate 
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Fig. 25.-Small thrust fault along the east 
side of the Kennebec River. 
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vici nity. In figure 26, whic h \'las t aken on the west bank of the 
Kennebec River facing north the second set of f a lls may be seen 
in the backgr ound), a l ar ge f old may be seen . The fold axis is 
op_proximately horizontal, while the axial pl ane dips to t he ·vvest. 
The folded bed is t he })hyllit e comrnonly seen i n the Parmachenee 
I 
formation a r ock type which f l qws pl ast ically very easily o 
In order for thi s large drag fold t o develop , t he ad j a cent 
competent beds to the east had to move up , while the beds to the 
west moved down. Almost a ll of the faults s een strike parallel to 
the stri ke of the be dding. The fault pl ane s of these faults have 
been silicified sub sequent t o their f ormat i on . An example of 
this may be seen at North Anson just west of t he bridge cross ing 
the Carrabasset t River. A·.',Silici.f.ied zone of b r eccia about five 
.. .. ... .., .. 
feet wide parallels the strike of t he strata. .Many of the l arger 
quartz veins may be fault pl ane f illings , or fillings of pre -
existing fractures. It is possible that longitudinal faul ts 
would be produced during pleated folding. 
An intere sting observation should be inserted at this poi nt 
regarding the veins. In the course of mapping , it was noted by 
Dr. Wolfe and the writer that the calcite bearing veins i nvariably 
occurred with , or close t o calcareous beds . In t he quartzitic 
beds which contained no notable amounts of calc it e, t he ve ins 
contained only quartz. These relationships strongly i ndicate that 
the quartz and calcite may have been dissolved out of the count ry 
Fig. 26.-Shear zone on the west bank of the 
Kennebec, one half mile south of Madison. 
Fig. 27.-Minor fold on the west bank of the 
Kennebec River, one half mile south of Madison. 
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r ocks by heated so l utions " The solutions do not have to be pro""' 
ducts of hydrothermal activity from a magma chamber 1 but may be due 
to initial heat of solutiGns near a Blister area (Wolfe, 1957 1 p. 21). 
In summary it may be stated that there is no observed evi~ 
JG~ce for large scale faulting. Minor faulting is co mmon with the 
' 
displacement a long the limbs of ,the folds., Many of the fa ult planes 
consist of silicified brecciao Many quartz veins may be filling 
pre-existing fault planes" Since the t1No sides of the Kennebec 
do not jibe along the strike, there is a strong possiblili ty of 
a fault parallel to the stream trending N 40° Wo Since the major 
jointing of the q_ua J rangle is in roughly the same direction, t here 
may be a common genetic relationship for these faults and joints. 
As previously mr.mt'i.Qnf?d 1 d7).~st of the fault pl anes observed 
strike nearly or exactly parallel to the bedding pl anes, but the 
faults are not due to slippage along the bedding pl ane s o Most 
of the minor folding in the quaJrangle , then, is largely the result 
of faulting with the limbs stretched so that in some cases a fault 
develops with the fault plane nearly parallel or precise ly parallel 
to the bedding .Plane. Dr. c " ~l. ~iolfe (personal comnunication) 
has criticallY examined many of these faults and has reached 
the conclusion that most~ if not all, of the minor folds in the 
quildrangle develop along these zones of longitud ina l faults. This 
type of faulting would be more indic ative of p l eated fol ding rather 
than of classical isoclina l folding, since in isoclinal fol ding we 
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v;ould not expect the development of longltudinal faults of the type 
described above . 
Lineation and foliation 
The linear structural elements are axes of major and minor 
folds, crinkles, boudinage 1 elongated limestone or lime-silicate 
pods and mineral alignmentso The planer elements include cleav~ 
age, foliation» or schistosityo These last three are essentially 
the same elements» dif faring perhaps only in usage o 
The most prominent apparent fold is the large synclinal 
type of structure in the central portion of the mapo It will be 
noted that the trace of the fold axis veers gradually toward the 
northo The cause of this ~Y possibly be attributed to the large 
.\ •,: . ' ' ··, ·, 
plutonic body in the center of the Skowhegan quadrangleo '!'he folds 
between the Black Hill Pluton (see geologic map) and the Sandy 
River Pluton ·;,ere compressed and possibly partially overturned dur-
ing the emplacement of the plutons» but in the case of the folds 
to the northeast, the intrusive to the southeast was not matched 
by a plutonic body to the ncrtheast » which might explain the shift-
ing direction of the fold axis. 
The minor folds have proved disappointing as guides to the 
determination of the major fold structureo IVhere the minor folds 
occurred in the more plnstic rocks such as the Parmachenee phyllite 1 
they frequently gave ccntradictory readings for the major fold 
structures, Several miner folds with an amplitude of several feet 
111ere found a long the outcrops on the tanks of the Kennebec River , 
between the second and third set of falls below the town of Madisono 
The beds were highly contorted and .sho•Ned clear evidence of plastic 
deformation (see figure 28). In general, the larger chevron folds 
in the more quartzi tic beds were ll(Ore reliable for the interpreta-
tion of the major structureo C~evron type folds were relatively 
numerous and were not restricted necessarily to the quartzi tic 
beds; t hey also occurred in the limestone and phyllite see figure 
29). In t he quartzi tic beds they were generally fractured at the 
top 1 peorallel to the fold axis. 
~rinkles were noted on several occasions that were formed 
by minute drags along the cleavage plane. A good example of 
drag fold crinkles was. s.'6.en . 13-t ..t ·h~ same locality mentioned in the 
preceding paragraph . The crinkles were on the limbs of an iso-
clinal fold whose axis plunged N 65° W about 45°. The bottom of 
the fold had been sheared off; a fact which probably accounts for 
the discrepancy between the attitude ofthe f old and the nearby 
minor folds. The amplitude of the fold was in the order of four 
feet. The axis of the crinkles or drag fol ds were essentially 
parallel to the axis of the f old" 
Crinkles which form by the intersection of bedding planes 
and cleavnge planes were not seen. However, the same interpre-
tation can be ple.ced on this t ype of crinkle since t he lineation 
formed by the i ntersection of the bedding and cl eavage plane is 
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Fig. 28.-Phyllite of the Parmachenee 
formation showing plastic nature of the rock. 
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p:.rr:.llr::l to the ma jor fold axis. The t yiJe of crinkle vJhich forms 
by the intersecti on of closed-spaced shear 9lanes and cleavage 
;.ould be difficult to i aentit'y as such~ 11' it existed . 
Only one ex,~m ~; le o:' bcua.inage v1as seen and this J?l'' rticular 
one is locatea. a bout~ mile south ,of the A.nson ~.llliadison bri rlge 
on t.iw \Jerrl; b::,nl<: uf the Kennebec;. The edge of the boudin was 
seen in a vertical cut of the outcro1.: , but the attitude of the 
nxis of the boudin~ which theoretically is parallel to the fold 
axJs, cuuu not be d.etermined. The boudin VJas about a foot long 
edgewise. 
The limestone pods, wll i ch are .:_l:...·obo bl y the wunetamorphosed 
eq_uivalents of the lime silicate pods, are elongated parallel to 
the strike of the bedding,: .. Pl."ane.s .. ·, The pods may range in length 
from one or two inches to two feet in the long direction. The 
pods are definitely ellipsoidal in shapeo Their structural 
significance is not clear, since they were prob~bly not spherical 
at the time of their formation; the assumption that they were 
spherical would involve a great doal of flattening of the pods 
and also of the beds for which there is no evidence. They are 
probably concretionary in origin. 
Cleavage in this llaper is used in the sense that it is 
defined by Billings (1954, p. 337 ). Cleavage-bed.ding relation -
ships were used extensively in the determination of the at titude 
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of the beds» and, hence, of the attitude of the folds. It was 
assumed that the cleavage was axial iJlane cleavage. In one in·-
stance, a small fold exhibited cleayage perpendicular to the bed~ 
ding. In all other instances where cleavage was seen, the cleav··· 
age pl.::me was par-allel or nearly P.arallel to the bedding. This 
is also true of the schi.stosity ,in the Perry Mountain formation 
outcrops in the extreme northwest section of the quadrangle. The 
implications here are, then, that the beds are' actually in\· th~ 
limbs of the major fold structures. This fact, coupled with the 
fact that no crests or troughs of the major folds have been observed 1 
would lead more support for the existence of pleated folds. 
Although mineral aligrunents are, properly speaking, a form 
of lineation, they will b.e .. discusf:ied under the petrofabric anal-
ysis section. 
Petrofabric analysis 
General statement 
The petrofabric study was initiated to determine to what 
extent the move1oont was reflected in the fabric of the rock. The 
initial fabric symmetry diagrams showed a high degree of preferred 
orientation, but time did not allovv a more extensive petrofabric 
study which is warranted by this initial result. This general area 
appears to have some interesting possibilities for full-scale struc-
tural petrology studies. 
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In petrofabric analysis, three intersecting perpendicular 
axes are utilized to designate the deformation movements. The 
usage of the axes in relation to tectonic movement and orientati on 
will follow the general scheme described by Turner (1948, Po 177)o 
The a axis denotes the direction of tectonic transporto The b 
- ' -
axis coincides with, or is parallel with the line formed by inter-
secting slip planes, or coincides with the axis about which exter-
nal rotation or flexural slip takes place. The ab plane is chosen 
to designate the prominent schistosity plane; the.£_ axis then is 
perpendicular to this plane. The ~plane defines the deformation 
plane wherein the tectonic transport is parallel to the ~ axis. 
The S surfaces are planes of slip, stratification, cleav-
age 1 schistosity, etc. .~ll.E? _b t.B.c;::tonic axis is usually parallel 
- ' 
to the lineation, and, hence, to the major fold axes, and also is 
set parallel to the axes of crinkles which may be drags on the 
S surface on whose plane the direction of transport is along the 
~axis. The fabric patterns may be generally divided into S= 
tectonites and B- tectonites. S- tectonites show a pattern which 
is characteristic of slip along one set of parallel S-planes, 
or simultaneous slip on intersecting S-planes. The S-tectonites 
show a lack of girdle patterns which deve lops in B-tectoniteso 
The ~ girdle of the B-tectonites indicates rotation about the 
l axis, or the girdle may be due to the intersection of multiple 
Slip~ planes ( s-planes) which produce a linear l)arallelism about 
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the b axis. Tectonites whi ch are characterized by two intersecting 
l axes may be indicative of two periods of deformationo The dia-
gr&~s in this paper do not show thi~ type of fabrico Turner (1948, 
p. 179) points out that S-tectonites nmy grade into B-tectonites 
as illustrated by patterns of "fla,ttened" rocks of the S-tectonites 
which produce a pattern much like the girdle of the B-tectonites. 
The rock samples used in making the fabric study were 
oriented on the outcrop by drawing a horizontal line around the 
sample, and the direction of true north was indicated on top of 
the sample by an arro·w. Since the quartz latt ice is sensitive 
to stress, it was decided to use quartzites for the petrofabric 
analyseso One sample contained calcite in addition to the quartz. 
The calcite and the quart'z .. were, bC?th measured in this sample for 
the purpose of comparison of the t·wo minerals under the same 
conditions of stress. Since there were no S-surfaces seen on 
the hand specimens other than the bedding planes~ before the 
microsections were made, the rocks were cut normal to the strike 
of the bedding, and the stratification plane designa ted as s1 • 
No lineation was visible in the rock section either before or 
after it was cut. 
Description of the rock sample 
Specimen A-276, whi ch is a medium-gray micaceous quart-
zite, v.Jas taken from an outcrop on the road 1~ miles east of 
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Twelve corners. 'rhe outcrop consisted of thin-bedded quartzites 
and slates. The cleavage- bedding relationship on the outcrop 
indicated that the cleavage is parallel to the bedding. 
Megascopically, the only minerals visible in sample A-276 
are muscovite, quartz, and calcite. The muscovite is conspicuous 
• 
on the stratification plane in :flakes which average 2 mm. i n width. 
The muscovite imparts the schistosity which is parallel to the 
bedding plane and is probably recrystallized from pri mary mus cov-
ite. 
Microscopically, the texture is slightly schistoseo The 
quartz is anhedral and is unquestionably secondary since i t is 
elongated in the plane of foliation and has recrystallized around 
the other minerals and f.:Uled t.he interspaces. The calcite occurs 
. ' ' ·· ' · . .. ·, 
in euhedral to subhedral grains. It probably recrystallized from 
the calcareous cement initially present. The feldspar occurs in 
anhedral phenocrysts and is mostly primary orthoclase, with some 
untwinned plagioclase. Only a trace of biotite was seen. The 
rock is poorly sorted and ~olymodal in charact er . The muscovite 
is aligned with its tabular sides parallel to the bedding, and 
thus provides the schistosity. The following mode was estimated 
since the section vms cut normal to the schistosity; and, there~ 
fore, the integrating stage does not give the full value for the 
volume of the muscovite. The modal analysis is as followsg 
Q.uartz 65;'b, Calcite 14%, Orthoclase and Plagioclase 10~, Musco-
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vite lOfo~ Pyrrhotite 1%, Biotite trace. 
Specimen A-324 was taken from a fine-grained quartzite bed, 
about 1 meter thick on the west bank of the Kennebec about 350 
meters below the Madison-Anson bridge in the Perry Mountain form-
s.tLon .. Megascopically, the specimen is a fine~grained bluish-gray 
' 
slightly calcareous quartzite with no visible schistosity or line-
ation. ,~uartz is the only mineral visible. The quartzite is inter-
bedded with a meter wide zone of phyllitic slate. Microscop~ 
ically the section contains recrystallized quartz in large grains 
set in a matrix of finer-grained quartz. The feldspar is angular 
and shows narrow albite twin lamellae with no sign of alteration. 
Calcite occurs a s l a rge anhedral grains. No muscovite or biotite 
is visible. The mode is •,::)_iste!l .a s follows: 
.. . ... . " ·, 
~uartz 86%, Plagio-
clase and Orthoclase 9%, Calcite 5%, Opaques 1%. 
Specimen A-331 came from a dark gray quartzite bed at 
Carri tunk Falls just below the dam. IYlicroscopically, the section 
contains large recrystallized sub-rounded grains of quartz about 
2 mm. in diameter set in a groundmass of quartz. Some of the quartz 
shows evidence of granulation. The following is the mode of A-331: 
~uartz BO%, Feldspar 5%, Biotite 5%, Andalusite 1%, Muscovite 
sericite 6%, Opaques 3%, Graphi te traceo 
Interpretation 
The fabric diagram for 175 optic axes of quartz in spec-· 
imen A-2?6 is shown in figure 30. Two sets of maxima will be 
a 
Fig. 30.-Petrotabric diagram ot 175 optic 
axes ot quartz in specimen A-276. Contours 1.1%, 
2.3%, 3.4%, 4.5%, 7.4% per 1% area. 
•: ' ·, . ~ \ .. 
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noted which are bisected by the ~and~ fabric axes. It will also 
be seen that there is a tendency toward the format ion of an ~ 
girdle around l8 The angle between. the two sets of maxima is 
close to 60o. 
There are two possible orie,nting mechanisms which could 
explain the maxima and the incil"ient !!£. girdle. 'rhe first 
mechanism to explain the maxima would indicate that the pattern 
is that of an S-·tectonite formed by "flattening" as stipulated by 
Schmidt and Sander (Turner~ 1948 j Po 259). This mechanism in-
volves both external rotation of grains and intragranular gliding 
produced by simple compression. The translation gliding would 
occur along a plane in the prism zone with the glide direction 
parallel to the ~ cry stat·; .a:x:is .... ··. vliding takes place when the 
grain is rotated to a suitable position so that the glide planes 
maintain a mechanically stable orientation. The glide planes 
I 
form two intersecting s--planes whose line of intersection is the 
~ fabric axis and whose angle of intersection is bisected by the 
compression direction {Turner, p. 259). The two maxima in the 
diagram coincide closely with the position of maxima II in Sander's· 
synoptic diagram for quartz in S-tectonites. There are two 
possible explanations for the orientation of maxima II for S-
tectonites ~ involving both translation gliding parallel to t he 
~crystal axis upon a plane in the prism zone, and twin gliding 
on the rhombohedral planes (Turner, Po 260 Q 
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The second explanation for the pattern of the diagram is 
that the fabric is a B-·tectoni te which includes a maxima II in 
addition to an ~girdle. The~ would be interpreted as rota-
tion about ~ along sets of hOl slip planes. 
The writer favors the interpretati on that the orientation 
was produced by slip on interse~ting ~planes with rotation 
about b as the most important mechanism. The two maxima cannot 
be i gnored as fortuitous in the ~girdle because of the low con-· 
centration of crystal axes in the section around the ~ fabric 
axis. However» the angle between the intersecting s-planes should 
be in the vicinity of 80° instead of 60° if the fabric in maxima 
II were formed by ~flattening". 
'rhe fabric diagrant,:for UO optic axes of calcite in speci-
.... .._ " .. 
men A-276 is shown in figure 31. The calcite is secondary since 
it recrystallized from the original calcareous cement. It may be 
I 
added here, in connection with grain selection for the petrofabric 
work, that a Schmidt parallel guide rule was used for making the 
traverse across the thin section. To preclude any preferential 
selection, each quartz or calcite grain on the traverse was meas-
ured. The notable characteristics of this f abrlc diagram are the 
three sets of maxima and the strongly developed. ~ girdle. The 
angle between the two outer maxima is close t o 50°. The~ girdle 
is indicative of rotation about~ (Turner, 1948, p. 268). The 
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Fig. 31.-Petrofabric diagram of 110 
optic axes of calcite in specimen A-276. 
Contours .9%, 1.8~, 3.6%, 6.3%, 8.1% per 
l% area. 
.\ 4\: •• ' . 
' 
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maxima may be due to translation gliding on e (0112) with the glide 
direction parallel to the intersection of (r~r} 9 or twin gliding 
on e(Oll2) with hOl planes of slip. During rotation about b as the 
- -
grains became suitably oriented, translation and/or twin gliding 
occurred . Intergranular movements are considered to be more im-
portant as an orienting mechanis~ than gliding (Turner, 1948, p. 267}. 
Figure 32 shows the fabric diagram for 205 optic axes of 
quartz for specimen A-324. This diagram has essentially the same 
features as the diagram for quartz mentioned above, except that 
the angle between the maxima is approximately 50o and the ~ 
girdle is less well developed. The orienting mechanism for this 
specimen is apparently the same as for specimen A-2?6, although 
this sample was taken abo~t 7l ~i.les northeast of sample A-2?6. 
. . ·-· - ~ :, 
The ~ girdle is interpreted as formed by rotation around ~with 
additional movement along sets of ~ slip planes. 
I 
The fabric diagram for 200 optic axes of quartz is shown 
in fi gure 33. The diagram has a strongly developed maxima in-
clined about 30° from the a fabric axis. There is also a poorly 
defined ~ girdle and a suggestion of a maxima approximately 30° 
from the ~ axis. The poorly defined girdle is indicative of some 
rotation around ~' which may have developed more strongly on one 
set of ~ planes of slip. The only other interpretation which 
may be offered is that the diagram represents a glide plane in-
Clined abo¢ 350 from ~~ the glide line being the _£ crystal axis 
---
c 
Fig. 32.-Petrofabric diagram for 200 optic 
axes of quartz in specimen A-324. Contours l%, 
2%, 3~, 4%, 5% per 1% area. 
' ·\~ • # ' ·• .. 
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a 
Fig. 33.-Petrofabric diagram of 200 optic 
axes of quartz in specimen A-331. Contour 1%, 
2%, 3%, 4%, 5% per 1% area • 
. ·. ·\: ... -. 
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which :is almost parallel to~ (Turner 9 1948, p. 265) . I n this 
l atter case the pattern would rc ::->resent an S -.tectonite. However , 
in the writer as opinion, the fabric diagram represents a B···tecton-
ite with an incipient girdle ·which may be due to partial rotation 
about E..• 
The conclusion drawn from, the petrofabric diagrams is 
that deformation took }Jlace principally by external rotation about 
2!,, which is the axis of the fold structure» with possible slip 
upon intersecting ~ surfaceso Intergranular rotation probably 
is the most important orienting mechanism in the rock deformation. 
'I'here is also a suggestion in the diagram of "flattening", a pro-
cess which may have been operative in conjunction vJith the exter-· 
nal rotation. . . 
. ·, \· 
' ·, 
The diagrams are too few to postulate any suitable inter= 
preto.tion for the major structure. If horizontal c ompres sion vvas 
the cause of the orientation of the minerals in the di agrams, it 
may well have been active in the later s tages of the pleated fold -
ing when the beds were moved to their vertical po~i tion. 
-\1:1"' 
~ I)' 
VI GEOMORPHOLOGY 
General statement 
The existing topography of 'the Anson quadrangle is the re--· 
I 
sult of modif,ication of a pre-·glacial topography by glaciation, 
uplift, and m~rine invasion. Perhaps the logical method of treat-
ing the subject is to discuss the geomorJ)hological development 
in that sequence of modification. 
Pre~glacial topography 
Before the advance of the 'iiisconsin ice sheet, there was 
a long period of erosion.\'r.e~ult.iJ;L~ in a deep cover of residual 
soil. The strewns flowed over wide valleys in whi ch there were 
no terraces. The hills probably were only slightly higher than 
they are today. 
The pre·,glacial drainage of this general area has been 
discussed by Perkins (1927, pp. 352-64). He describes erosion 
levels - ·- either marine and/ or stream --· at the 400, 300, 200, and 
100 foot levels, and provides topographic maps as they may have 
appeared at the close of these erosion cycles. The former drainage 
systems are reconstructed from location of former wind gaps, water 
gaps, and rock terraces" At the close of the 400 foot erosion 
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~ycla» Pe.o:·kins shows two principle strea.raA floviins. in a south-
east : rly h:rect.:ion ; the first follmJing l:l)J•·oxir.wtely :;, line from 
Enib•lcn !lond to Gkowheganp the second following a line from Madison 
to ilate r ville. T!1e more southerly strenm follov~ed the :pr.:,sent 
course; cf the Kennebec Hiver from :00.dison to that point at which 
tlw Konnebec sw::..ngs t;o the north,east toward Skowhegan. At the 
close of the 300 foot eros:ton cyclep tv1o streams are indicated 
'Nllich corresvonded to the present day Carrabassett and h..ennebec: 
Rivers anJ wLich followed the l;resent channels of the so two streams 
closely up to the point whe r e the Kennebec Hi ver S>Jings north.., 
e 'J.st e rly to Skowhegan" At this point the pre. glacial Kennebec 
swung off t.o the southeast in a .r.1ore or less direct line to 
>Va t.c rvil:i..e " Perkins does•.: p.ot shC?":' the pre· ·glacial Carra bassett 
RHer flmJing through this area at the close of the 200 foot 
e l'v.SJ on cycle. The pre· glo.cial Kennebec from Solon southward 
f ollow"'d the lJresent-·day valley to .Madison v1bere it continued 
in o southerly direction through the Belgrade l akes area a 
Perkins'(l92?~ ~ · · 360) reconstr·uct1on of i,he pre glacial 
draina ge seems ;;erfectly reasonuble in the light of the !;resent 
to_.,• O t:Ht~;hy . The basin of Embden 1-'oni.l may have been the stre!:iffi 
valley of n ~re ~glacial stream and it seorns unlikely thnt the 
Carrebassett River could have Cal'ved tile ·n i de valley th ~ t it now 
occupies s1nce the retreat of t he ieee 
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The topographic "grain" of the area may be controlled. by 
the foll01Ning factors~ 1) structural char acteristics and mineral -
ogica] composition of the beds~ 2) jointing a..r1d faulting» 3) gla~· 
cial erosion and deposition. 
The beJding and schi.stosit.y are vertical or nearly vertical, 
strike northeast and show only qinor variation in direction of 
strike 1;here influenced by the intrusives., The best. example of 
topographic control by these structural features is illustrated 
by the ridge •nhich borders Fall Brook on the southeast in section 
3:1. Another example is the series of ridges east of Embden Pond 
which includes Dunbar Hillo 
The most geomorphically competent rock-.type appears to be 
the massive Quartzite. ~~ck types, such as schists and slates 8 
. ·- ~ \ . 
which are general ly less resistant to erosion than the quartzite, 
show little or no geomorphic incompotency because they are inter-· 
bedded with the quartzite. It can be stated with certainty that 
the most ge omorphically incompetent rock·-type is the limestone as 
evidenced by the scarcity of outcrops throughout the quaclrangle. 
In the case of the igneous rocks 9 the granitic rock of the Black 
Hill pluton app0ars to be a ridge former 9 while that of the Sandy 
River pluton forms a basin. Moench (1954, pp. 11 "~·12) maintains 
that the granitlc rocks form ridges only where the contact meta= 
morphic hornfels cap haH been removed but a short time. This is 
prolwbly the case in the Black Hill pluton. The Sandy River 
l!lutou apr.arcntly had very little lwrnfels ·- ·~· as evidence by the 
l ack of hornfels outcrops - ~ as a protective cap and» hence» has 
been ra1- idly eroded to form a basin into which much alluviwn has 
b 6Cn de}.>Ositied. Only one sittall knob of granite ls still intact 
1n section 8~8, but it is rapiU.ly being dec oml:;osed by frost action 
as indicated by the large amount, of grflss on or near the outcrop o 
Hornfels is e rock -.type which is usually r es ictant to erosion 
bec~:mse of the nature of the interlocking minerals and the iso~ 
tro~oic texture 0 In the case of the Black Hill pluton~ however » 
the igneous rock has nut yet been ero:ied down to the point where 
tr~<::~ hornfels would form a resistant rimo 
With the exception of the limestone, the topographic "grain" 
har·dly Ell)lJears to be aff~.~·~e~ b:( the rock types since quartzites» 
s:~hists, :r:;hyllites» and slates have been found to be ridge formerso 
In a youthful stage of the topographic cycle~ r vck strength has 
I 
oc,nside r ub le influence on the drainage~ but as a region approaches 
late maturity» the geomorphic competency of the rock·-type exorts 
l ess control on the drainage and topography o 
The influence of jointing and foulting as a factor in the 
dev elopment of the topography is difficult to ascertain.. I t will 
be seen from n c;lance at the joint d i agram (fig, 24 that tL.e nost 
pronounced joint set is transverse to the regional fold structure. 
It is probable that this joint set may h::J.ve controlled the courses 
of some of the minor streams whose valleys may have later been 
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broadened by glacial erosiono It is not known to what extent fault-
ing ;nay have affected the t opogra.ohic development o The change 
of course of the Kennebec River in the extreme southern part of 
the qua drangle at the point where the Sandy Hiver j oins it~ is 
due to glacial deposition rather than to control by faulting" This 
• 
is also true of the Sandy River, which flows in a northerly direction 
to join the Kennebec River. 
n1e effect of glacial deposition on the topography will be 
discussed in detail under the section on glac iation 9 but let it 
suffice to say here that glacial deposition has been a major control ·-
ling factor in the development of the present drainage" Super·~ 
imposi.tion due to glaciation accounts for the present course of 
the Kennebec River. ... . ~ -.• ~ 
Glaciation 
Glacial erosion 
The glacier served to modify a pre·-existing topography by 
broadening the valleys 9 rounding and striating tops of hills, and 
depositing till and fluvio-glacial deposits in the valleys" Stoss 
and lee topography is not well developed except to a small extent 
in areas with greatest relief. The steepest part of Black Hill 
faces to the southwest~ instead of facing to the southeasto The 
cause may be attributed to the sheeting which developed r;arallel 
to the slopeso The igneous rock may have been more susceptible 
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to :plucking on the southwest<r,facing slope as the ice initially 
moved around the hilL The precJ.se direction of ice movement 
around Black Hill is not known. 
The glacial striae are shown on the geomorphology map 
(fig. 34). The trend of the striations varies between S 20° E 
• 
and s 300 E. The glacial striations record onl y the last movement 
of the J.ce o Striations which are indicative of two ice movements 
can be recognized only where one set of striations is superimposed 
on the other. No evidence of this sort has been observed .. 
Glacial deposition 
The glacial deposits include till~ eskers» kames,IJ and 
r eworked outwash material. The ground moraine is restricted for 
.. 
. . -~ ~-
the most part to the valleys and slopes of hills above the 400 
foot elevationo The tops of the hills in the northern section of 
the quadrangle contain little or no till. In the SOU'theast section 
of the quadrangle, where the relief is low or moderate» the till 
cover is thicker» but even so it :pr obably does not exceed ten feet 
in depth in most cases. 
Several large eskers have been observed in the quadrangl eo 
The esker most accessible for study is located in section 7:3 (see 
geomorphic map figo 34). The road trending northwest runs over 
the top of this esker, which is at least a mile in l engt h. In 
outline~ the esker is slightly sinuous» and has a fairly flat top 
S-t-1 
Figure3ft .-Generalized geomorphic map of the Anson 
quadrangle. 
B - esker. K - kame, D - delta 
sand dunes 
alluvium and approximate extent of the marine 1 
ground moraine 
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with rather steep sides . The trend of the esker is ap;;Jroximately 
S 550 E. An analysis of the gravels of this esker by Leavitt and 
Perkins (1934, p . 18? showed the follo·wing composition: granite 
(24 to 707o) , quartzite (5 to 2?7h), gneiss (11 to Z67o), and trap 
and felsite lO to 9~) . Another large esker , also described briefly 
' by Leavitt and Perkins (1934 , p . 63} , is located just south of 
·v~eston Island in section 8 : 2. '.This esker is ap ~·roximately one 
mile in length . South- southeast of the town of North Anson in 
section 5 :8 is an elongated flat topped ridge which appears to be 
an extension of the esker just described . It will be noted , however , 
that the top of this deposit has an elevation of about 330 feet, 
which is also the elevation on the top of the terrace level just 
east of 0avage Island. 'l'!tis elongated ridge is probably a dis-
,' ·, 
sected portion of the 330 foot terrace level. 'i'he top of the esker 
below "eston Island has an elevation of 390 feet . 
The origin of Embden Pond 
Embden Pond , which is located in the northwest section of 
the quadrangle, is approximately 3 3/4 miles long by 1 mile at 
its greatest width . 1'he pond is elongated in a north-south 
direction and is rimmed by till- covered hills on all sides ex-
cept fol' the sout hern e .:::. ge . No bedrock outcrops have been found 
along the southern extremity of the pond, but outcrops were lo-
cated along the edge of the western shore and along the road which 
runs along the we stern shore. A delta deposit of well-sorted and 
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stratified sand is loc&ted at the croJsroad in IICtion 2:7(see 
fig. 35) . Sand deposi ts also extl:lnd along the road to the east 
from the crossroad . 
Embden Pond, like nu:my cf the :ponds in ll1Bine P owes its 
0rigin t o the Wisconsin glaciat ion. During t he waning stages 
• 
of glac iation, a lobe of ice pr,obably occupied the basin of Embden 
Pond. .A pro-glacial lake occupied tho a rea in whi ch S:1ndy .Pond , 
Fahi Pond, Boynton Pond 1 and Mud Pm~d are n ow located . The l ake 
probably filled in the area up to the 460 f oot co r;_tour line. 'I'1L:: 
extent of the lake is borne out by the sand deposits a long the 
road north of Fahi Pond. Streams flmving across the ice lobe from 
the north de posited their load i nto the pro-glacial lakeo The 
delta deposit at the crQ~sroad.(see fig. 35) was deposited by 
. ~ ." 
such a stream 1 and it is possible that some of th. deposition 
may be at tributed to sub-glacial streams. As a rule, however , 
sub-glacial streams deposi t coarser material because of the hydro~ 
static hend and the c onfining nature of' the cha :"l.neL IL. time 
the ice block occupy ing the basin of E1:1hden Pond melted below the 
level of the pro·-glaeial lake, and the lake bas in gr'ldn<.llly fill-::U. 
with water which began to drain out through the pres"Ont outlet o:! 
Mill Stream. The outlet at llitill Stream vms the topographic low 
after the ice block melted . The pro-glacial lake , however, drained 
out t hrou.gh .Fa1.i brook . It was not possible to determine if there 
<~as <.m~· reat in the f:t'O --glacb.l s& ~ ':.ion because of the swampy 
nature of t.he terrain. 
"\ 
~ •·,•, 
a..· • 
.... ~2-
Fig. 35.-Deposit of well-sorted sand lo-
cated at crossroads southeast ot Embden Pond. 
Fig. 36.-Deposit of gravel on the east bank 
of the Kennebec River three miles south of Solon. 
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Post glacial topographic development 
Descri ,vtion 
etoro continuing wi~h a discussion ot tor~eeoa , falls• and 
related features , i t may be useful to provide the reader with a 
brief deecripticn of tho area and features under consideration • 
• 
1~1e Kennebec ~ver enter~ t he ~uadranglo from the north in 
a fairly straight course bGtween r elat ively steep banks . At 
Carritunk J·alls t ho river follows the strike of the bedrock and 
drops t wenty .. cight feet over a set o! na. t ure.l falls . The stream 
channel narrows appreciabl y at t his point, but broadens to a width 
exceeding a quarter mi le as it f l ows below Solon. Fall Brook tlo~s 
into the hennebec at Solon over a series of cnscadoc which extend 
f rom the bridge at the tQ'P. ot ~~~on to the .!ennobec 1•ivor , a dis ... 
tance of a qutl rter of a mile (see fig . 37) . 1'he c1sco1·dant nature 
of the junction is 1n contrast to the meandering natur~ of Fall 
Brook above the town ot Colon. The topographic sheet does not 
accurately show the course ot Fall Brcok, but a stujy or aerial 
photogra hs 3bows the s Lream to be aeader1ng ~arkedly and many 
abandoned meander loops !lre 'V15ible.. South ot Solon al.o;>g the 
Kennebec 4ii ver three t7ell developed t errace le"fol a can bo ueer>. at 
elevations or 390 , 330, 270 toet . 'rhe hi ghway from Bolon to 
Skowhog:ln runs over t ho 390 toot level just eo ·.1th ot &olon. 
At !forth • ..nson the Carrabassett River mrutes a ·Usco;-da.nt 
juncti on with the Kennebec River as it drops over a series of c~s­
cades a quarter mile in length. The Carrabassett Riv er i s bor dered 
on the north by a flat plain into w.hich Mill Stream has cut its 
channel. This plain will be referred to in subsequent sections as 
the ~son Plain. 
About ~ mile east of Savage Isla~J in section 5:8 t he 
road which follows the east bank of the Kennebec Hi ver drops down 
about 70 feet onto a very flat area. An inspection of aerial 
photographs reveals the presence of concentric meander scars formed 
as the Kennebec River cut into the 270 foot terrace level. 
A fairly flat area, which is composed of alluvium, extends 
from Hayden Lake ·west to the Kennebec River. Hayden Lake (section 
6:9, 9:3) was probably much. larger in the past than it is today, 
anu it probably drained westward to the Kennebec. Hayden Lake 
is now drained to the north via West Branch in the Skowhegan quad-
/ 
rangle. 
At Anson there are two sets of falls; one just abov a the 
bridge, and the second just below the bridge near the pm1er sta-
tion. Below Madison there is a horseshoe-shaped set of falls lo-
cated ~ mile south of the Anson-Madison bridge. 
Outcrops of bedr·ock have been located at several points on 
both sides of the ~ennebec River where the top terrace level butts 
onto the ~ills . An outcrop of bedrock was located one r.dle north 
of Anson on the Anson-North Anson road. The bedrock prevented 
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Fig. 37.-A view of Fall Brook just above the junction 
with the Kennebec River. ' 
Fig~ 38.-Carritunk Falls: 
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the Kennebec River from lat eral extension of t he lower t err ace level 
at this point. 
Discordant junctions and the falls 
As stated previously, Fall Brook and t ln Ccn·:r a'oasset t Rive:r 
make discordant junctions with th•e .Kennebec Hi ver. Normally, the 
I 
tributary stream would possess a greater gradient than the trunk 
stream, but this situation has been reversed by uplift. The Ken-
nebec River, then, has been a ble to cut down its channel more 
' 
rapidly than its tributaries with the result that the discordant 
junctions have formed. Above Solon, Fall Brook has the character-
istics of a stream in late maturity or old age, as indicated by 
the wide valley and the abandoned meander loops. Below Solon, ~,all 
... 
. ' ' 
Brook is in a youthful s tage in the fluvial cycle. 
The occurrence of the Falls can be explained according to 
the folloVJ ing sequence of events. Aft er t he glacier, began to 
recede, the s ea moved in and drowned t he valleys which had been 
filled with a thick layer of outwash material. Marine muds were 
loca lly deposited in the valleys. .As the l and began t o rise, the 
s ea slowly retreated and the Kennebec Riv :;r began to flow over the 
mari ne muds and underlying materi al. The river must have been 
carrying tremendous quant ities of sediments which were made avail-
able because of the lack of vege t ation on the r ecently glaciated 
land S'Jrface. The sediment was deposited a s gravels over the marine 
muds, whi ch are at least 20 f eet below the alluvium. -~a th increased 
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upli:t't and possibly decreased load, tb.e Kennebec begar1 ·co cut a 
channel in the marine gravels, muds , and alluvium, but did not 
relocate its old channel. AB downrlUtting p.coceeded due t .o success-
ive uplift, buried bedrock ridges were encountered, producing the 
present-day falls. 
The Anson :Plain 
The Anson :Plain is the flat area located. between the Carra-
bassett River and Mill Stream. The elevation of the plain is approx-
i metely 380 feet. Bedrock exposures have been found on the plain 
only on the small hills which project above the plain at elevations 
of more than 400 feet. The plain consists of sand with local 
lenses of gravels and muds. Initially the plain consisted of out-
.. 
wash material deposited ·'irotrr. str'e'ams which were flowing from the 
ice lobe occupying the basin of Embden :Pond and draining the al'e.is 
to the north and northwest. The plain may be locate4 on the str· ~Ellll 
valley of the pre-glacial Carrabassett River. During the marine 
i nva sion, mud was deposited and later covered in som? <.1reas by 
alluvial sands and gravels deposited by the Carrabassett Rive!' and 
streruas flowing from the ncrth. Uplift of t he :l-and lat er permi <.;tee~ 
th~ Carrabassett to cut its channel in the Anson :Plain. 
The terraces 
Th.:; "~J erraces along the Kennebec River are composed of sand , 
Fig. 39.-The upper terrace of the Kennebec 
River approximately 2t miles from Solon, camera 
facing west. 
"- ': " · . .', ' ... 
Fig. 40.-Same t errace level as above, 
camera facing east. 
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gravels, and muds. The gravels are restricted for the most part to 
the upper terrace levels (see fig. 39) •. During the waning stages 
of the ice sheet, great quantities of gravel and sand were deposited 
as outwash ~o form a long valley train in the Kennebec River Valley. 
.. . 
The thickness of deposits is unknown, but it must be considerable. 
As the ice lobes melted , the sea be~a~ to advance up the estuaries. 
Conditions of sedimentation were quiet since mud was deposited over 
the older outwash deposits. Evidently the marine invasion was short-
lived since no marine terraces developed. As the land was uplifted, 
the sea retreated, and the Kennebec River again pegan to flow over 
the deposits of mud and gravels which had been deposited i n t he 
valleys. The thicker deposits of gravel are restricted for the most 
part to the upper part of the valley, while the sand is found in the 
.. 
lower. As uplift continued:'; the Kehnebec River began d6wncutting 
into the thick beds of alluvium, producing the existing alluvial 
terraces. 
The theories explaining the formation of alluvial terraces 
in New England have been fully discussed by Davis (1909, pp. 514-
86) and consequently they will be only briefly reviewed here. 
The first theory discusses the formation of terraces by streams 
of decreasing volume. This theory seeks to explain the decrease of 
breadth of the successive terraces as a function of decrease in stream 
Volume . According to .Davis, .each terrace scarp in descending order 
15:3 
Fig. 41.-Sand pits on the upper terrace of 
the Kennebec _River one mile southeast of Madison. 
Fig. 42.-0utwash plain near Sandy River, camera 
facing west from granite hill on west bank of the Sandy 
River. 
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should show a smaller radius and arc of curvature than the preceding 
terrace scarp. 
The second theory explains the formation of terraces by streams 
of increasing slope. Each successive· uplift would have to be followed 
by another at a shorter interval with a shorter period of stillstand 
between uplifts, in order to explairt the decreasing breadth of the 
I 
successive terraces. If the uplift were slow, then the laterally-
swinging, downcutting stream would eventually produce a single 
steep scarp instead of the step terraces. 
The third theory seeks to explain the formation of terraces 
in terms of streams of decreasing load. A decrease in load would 
enable a stream to degrade, but the end result would be the de-
struction of the terraces formed earlier and the production of a 
•: 
'. ·, 
single steep terrace scarp. 
The fourth theory explains the preservation of step terraces 
by defending bedrock ledges. The number of successive 1terrace levels 
which would develop would depend on the position of bedrock outcrops 
by the stream. A free-swinging stream would be constrained from 
laterally downcutting only where it encountered buried bedrock. 
·Where no defending bedrock was encountered, the earlier terr~ces 
would be destroyed and the result would be a single steep scarpo 
However, if defending projections of outcrop were encountered by 
the laterally swinging stream, then further destruction of the 
Upper levels would be preventedo 
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At this point it may be pertinent to mention some fi eld 
observations and to see whether the evidence fits any of the above-
mentioned theories. It is possible that another explanation may 
be more suitable to the facts. 
Except for the upper terrace leyel, the intermediate and 
lower terrace levels do not correlate along the length of the river. 
Where t-9-e. intermediate or lower terrace exists on one side, it may 
not always be found on the other side of the river. llell developed 
radii or arcs of curvature are generally not prominent, and where 
found, do not show a smaller radius of curvature for the lower 
terrace scarps. 
Bedrock outcrops have been found at the outside margins of 
the upper terraces, and an outcrop was located on the lower terrace 
•: 
'. just north of Anson. Slumping along the grontal scarps of the 
intermediate and lower terraces may well have covered bedrock ex-
posures. Study of aerial photographs clearly show the existence of 
meander scars on the lower terrace levels. 
In the latter stages of glaciation, the melting ice sheet 
to the north probably supplied the Kennebec River with a greater 
volume than it now possesses. The bare slopes covered with drift 
supplied the stream with its load. As vegetation took hold, less 
material was supplied to the stream, but it is to be expected that 
the stream volume was also decreased with the disappearance of the 
ice sheet to the north. The decrease in load enabled the stream 
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to downcut. 1/here no defending bedrock projections were encountered, " 
the higher terrace levels were destroyed. In cases where buried 
bedrock was encountered further, l at eral encroachment by the stream 
was prevented and the higher terraces were preserved. Rock defend-
ed terraces seem to offer the best exp,lanation for all except the 
• highest alluvial terraces of the Kennebec. 
Ice push ridges 
Description 
Ice push ridges, or ice ramparts, are low, uneven ridges 
or mounds usually composed of a mixture of sand, gravel, mud, and 
or ganic debris. These ridges are found in the northern latitudes 
on the shores of lakes and ponds. 
·~~ . 
An excellent example of ice push can be seen on the east 
shores of Embden Pond at the cov e i n t he southern section of the 
lake, locally known as Kelly 9 s beach (see frontispiece) '. The 
shore at the cove slopes gently, forming a shallow, sandy beach. 
The ice push ridge at this beach is not more than two or three 
f eet in hei ght, but it extends for about 200 feet almost parallel 
to the wat er line (see fig. 43 ). Marshy ground exists between 
the ice push r i dge and the steeper slopes to the east. The ice 
push ridge forms a natural dam which prevents t he run off and 
streams from draining into the lake, and , hence, produce the 
marshy conditione A glance at figure 43 will show the heterogenous 
composition of the ice push ridges. Many of the trees in the path 
of the ice movement have been toppled over by the bulldozing action 
of the iceo 
Orisin 
Two explanations have been,most widely accepted for the for-
mation of ice push ridges on lakes. The first» which may properly 
be called the expansion theory, has been mentioned by Hobbs (1911, 
pp. 137-60) and Wolfe (1950 5 pp. 103-4). During the winter months, 
the ice which forms on the surface of the lake contracts as the 
temperature is lowered» and the resulting stress is relieved by the 
formation of tension fractures in the upper section of the ice. 
These cracks may subsequentl~ be he~fed by meltwater or water from 
the bottom of the lake. Lowering temperature increases the av~rage 
density of the ice. As the temperature rises the ice expands, but 
I 
the expansion is greater in extent than would have been the case 
if no additional ice had been added in the healed fractures. The 
increased expansion is manifested by either a buckling or over~ 
thrusting of the ice on the lake surface, or by a lateral extension 
shoreward of the edge of the ice cover» or both. As the ice ex-
pands laterally .shore•mrd it may scrape sediments from the lake 
bottom and force the debris up onto the shore. Trees on the lake 
shore may be toppled and large boulders may be bull-dozed in the 
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Fig. 43.-Ice push ridges on the e~st bank of 
Embden Pond. 
Fig. 44.-Ice push ridge on the eas~bank of 
Embden Pond. The trees have been toppled by the effect 
of ice push. 
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path of the moving ice (see fig. 43). However, certain conditions 
are required for the formation of ice push: 1) The size of the 
lake should not be much over a mile and a half, and must not ex-
ceed four miles (Scott, 1927, p. 113). z) The winter must be cold 
,.. 
enough to form the ice cover, but ther e should also be sufficient-
ly large changes in temperatures during the winter and spring; 
the snow cover on the lake should' not be too large so that the 
ice may be more readily aff ected by the temperature changes (Scott, 
p. 113). 3) The slope of the shore should not be too steep since 
the effectiveness of ice push progressively decreases as the slope 
of the s hore becomes steeper; the height of the ice push ridge is 
a function of the thickness of the ice, the number of advances of 
the ice sheet, and the slope of the shore • 
.. 
A second theory for 'the form:at ion of ice push f eatures has 
been proposed by Tyrrel (Scott, p . 113). On larger lakes where 
snow accumulation is heavy, the snow cover may provide pn insula-
tion so that the temperature changes are not transndtted to the ice, 
and , hence, the volume of the ice does not change. In the spring, 
that portion of the ice nearest to the shore melts first since the 
earth absorbs more heat and transmits it to the shallow water near 
the shore. An open lane of water may form between the ice and the 
shore , which is broadened by a rise in l ake level due to melting 
of the snow on the ad jacent shores. The whole ice cover on the lake 
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may be blown from one side of the lake to the other by strong 
winds. The ice may be pushed onto the shore with considerable 
force if the wind is strong enough, producing ice push phenomena . 
The direction of the movement of the 'iCe is controlled by the 
wind, and the effect of the ice shove or push depends not only on 
the force of the wind, but also the'f~rmness of the ice sheet and 
the momentum of the moving ice before it hits the shore. The mo-
mentum of the ice is controlled by the distance the ice moves be-
fore it hits the shore and the velocity of the wind. Some shores 
will be affected more than others because of the prevailing direc-
tion of the wind . 
It can readily be seen that this mechanism of ice push for-
mation would not be effective on small lakes such as Embden Pond 
~ 
'\' , • " · - > because of the smaller amount of ice and the restricted area over 
which the ice could move. On large lakes this mechanism could be 
very effective . The expansion explanation seems much more suit-
able to explain the origin of the ice push ridges on Embden Pond. 
Sand dunes 
Description 
Sand dunes have been observed in three localities in the 
Anson quadrangle. The largest expanse is located in section 9:4 
(see geomorphic map) along the east slope of the hill extending 
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from an elevation of 630 feet to 400 feet. The deposit of sand is 
! mile long and 1/8 mile at its greatest width. Another large ac-
cumulation is located in section 8:6 in discontinuuous patches ~ 
mile long. The third area of sand dunes, which is about 1/8 mile 
square, is in section 5~9, behind the farmhouse which can be seen 
from the road running north-south dn the east bank of the Kennebec 
River. Several other smaller areas of accumulation can be seen 
from the examination of aerial photographs. The dunes can be dif-
ferentiated from the plowed fields by their irregular outline of 
the deposits and the lighter color. The area covered by the dunes 
is much larger than indicated on the geomorphic map, but the limits 
of the dunes are difficult to delineate because of the forest cover. 
The sand is white and well sorted {see figo 45). The constant 
.. 
shifting of the sand by th.e wind prevents the vegetation from com-
pletely covering the dunes. According to residents of the area , 
the dunes have not appreciably migrated, nor have the ,dune areas 
been appreciably enlarged in the past twenty years. 
Origin 
The sand dunes resemble in many respects the dunes found 
along marine beaches. The origin, however, of these dunes cannot 
be ascribed to the post glacial marine advance for several reasons. 
First, the dunes do not occur at any one elevation as would be 
expected if the dunes represented a former strand line, nor are 
they linear in extent. Secondly, they are confined to the east 
t') 
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side of the Kennebec River. They are beginning along the Carabassett 
River. No dunes were found to the west of the Kennebec River. 
Thirdly, it is doubtful that favorable conditions existed during 
the marine stand for the formation of beaches. The sea advanced 
up the former stream valleys, but it appears unlikely that the 
marine stand was long enough to develop sand beaches, or that there 
was enough wave action to produce\ the sorting action necessary for 
the development of the dunes. No marine terraces nor wave cut 
cliffs have been observed in this area. The deposition of marine 
clays and muds indicates very quiet conditions of sedimentation. 
Lougee (1953, p. 276) states that many of the sand dunes 
in New England have been deposited on the east sides of the valleys 
by strong prevailing westerly winds. This explanation seems to fit 
.. 
the facts particularly well ' fri thfs instance. As the land rose at 
the end of the DeGeer marine stage, the Kennebec River began to cut 
into the marine muds and alluvium. The sands and gravyls may have 
been carried down from the retreatlllg or melting ice to the north, 
but it appears more likely that the present river vall ey was filled 
by glacial outwash deposits over which the marine muds were de~ 
posited. As the Kennebec River began to cut the terraces in the 
sands and gravels, the bluffs were exposed to action of strong 
vv esterly winds. Since the time had not been long enough for 
vegetation to take hold, the winds may have been particularly 
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effective in transportini ':.:,e Gb.nds v1hich n~re de~osited on the 
east sides of the valley. It vv ill be noticed that the sand dune 
areas are not far from the oresent terraces of the Kennebec River. 
Most of the former dunes are now covered by for~st, but in some 
C!lses the shifting of the sands may have prevented the vegetation 
from completely covering the dunes over the years . 
The above explanation a..Jpears to be the most likely if we 
consider the r.osition of the dunes and tlle post glacial history 
of the area. 
The glacial marine limit 
~s the ice began to melt or retreat toward the end of the 
gls.cial eJ.OCh in New England, the sea advanced up the estuaries 
of former glacially modifi~d str~am valleys because of the sub-
l • ~ . " 
sidence produced in the crust, either by the weight of the ice, 
or by neg..1ti ve isostatic adjustment unrelated to the •~eight of 
t:, ic~. ....t th-, lutter sta~es of tlh' clacial period , the sea 
;;:...o.S lO•'i"red nt. lenst 200 feet by thl" removal of VI .t~r tu form the 
glacier . However , th~ crust was also depressed by an 'Ultount in 
excess of this figure, with the result thut the sea moved in as 
the ice began to melt or retreat. l'lhether the sea advanced to the 
ice fror .. t, or evt'ln i-'o ssibly partially covered it , or whether the 
ice cora,; letel:r 11elt CJ u .. .1r retreated before the sea moved in, is a 
Inutt cr of s.c~oCulettion . imtevs (1928, p. 329 ) Cites depressions in 
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the wash plains between Augusta and Bingham which would have been 
filled if the sea had washed over them after the ice melted, indica-
ting that the sea actually covered some areas of ice. 
The extent of the marine advance is approximately known. 
Lougee (1950, p. 1569) states that the marine limit extended up 
• the Kennebec Valley to the Forks. Antevs (1928, p. 324) describes 
a delta 1~ miles north of Bingham between the Kennebec River and 
Austin Stream, which abutts against till ground at an altitude of 
460 feet. This appears to be the highest figure for the marine 
limit to the north of the Anson ~uadrangle. Mr. Eugene Farrell 
located fossils on the west bank of the Sandy River at the dam, 
one mile south of the Anson ~uadrangle at an elevation of 200 feet. 
The fossils were subse~uently sent to the Smithsonian Institute 
.. 
',•, 
' for identification. Dr. David Nicol identified the fossils as 
Portlandia glacialis (Wood), which is a marine pelecypod found 
at a depth of from 15 to 25 fathoms along the east coast of Canada 
at the present time. Dr. ~icol also stated that there is nothing 
to indicate that Portlandia glacialis is ever found in fresh or 
brackish water. The fossils occurred in blue-gray clay. If we 
assume that the fossils were at a depth of 25 fathoms during the 
marine limit, and add that amount to the elevati on at which the 
fossils were found, then we can accept the figure of 350 feet 
for the minimum amount of the marine limit. Little (1917, p. 320) 
reports finding Portlandia glacialis in massive blue clay in the 
Waterville area at an elevation of 160 feet. He also states that 
Portlandia glacialis is found today off the coast of Greenland , which 
indicates an arctic environment for the pelecypod. No fossils have 
been found in the Anson quadrangle, but blue-gray clay similar to 
that described by Little has been seen in the Kennebec River Valley . 
The marine limit in this ar~a ,probably was in excess of 
I 
350 feet and probably was close to 400 feet . If sea level was low-
ered 200 feet, as stipulated by Antevs (1928, p. 320), and the land , 
which is now at the 400 foot elevation, was lowered to sea ~evel , 
then the land has been uplifted 600 feet since the marine inundation. 
If v1e ac cept Antevs' (1928, p. 324} fi gure of 460 feet. fc,r the marine 
limit, t hen the land has risen 660 feet. 
, . 
. .. 
·, 
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VII ECONOMIC RESOURCES AND POTENTIAL 
The Robinson Mine 
Location and description 
The Robinson Mine, now inactive, is located in Concord 
Township near the border of the Anson and Bingham quadrangles, 
about two miles north of Embden Pond and one mile west of Savage 
Hill, The old mine workings are rather difficult to locate since 
the old road leading to the mine has become completely overgrown 
with vegetation and the approach to the mine is mostly swampy and 
marshy due to the work of beavers. The only remains left of the 
•; 
old concentration mill are' 'a few scattered timbers and overgrown 
piles of gangue material. The mine itself is located several hun-
dred f eet west of the mill on the side of a small hill1• The mine 
drift has been completely filled with debris, leaving an opening 
about two feet in diamet er, so it is quite impossible to enter the 
mine itself. 
According to Emmons (1910, p. 49) the mine was first discov-
ered by W.S. Robinson in 1838 and was worked intermittently for 
argentiferous galena for several years. There is no record as to 
when operations ceased, but it apparently closed about 1912. Emmons 
(p. 49) describes the deposit as a bedding plane fissure located 
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on the axis of an isoclinal fold. The anticlinal structure itself 
is still clearly visible on t he side of the hill. The ore minerals 
occur in the quartz vein, which cuts across the axis of the anti-
cline. The visible thickness of the· v.~in is about two feet, but 
Emmons (p. 49) states that it increases up to six feet. According 
to Emmons the metallic miner~ls consisted of pyrite, galena, sphal-
,, ' 
erite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite, pyrrhotite, and bornite. All 
of t hese minerals, except the bornite, are seen in specimens which 
were picked up just below the mine openings. Emmons (p. 49 also 
describes a fresh basalt dike six inches wide which is later than 
the ore-bearing vein which it transects. 
Economic potential 
Chalcopyrite was fo;und in quartzite beds of the Madrid for-
. . \. ... ." 
mation in t he area near the Robinson Mine. The extent of the min-
eralization could not be determined because of isolated exposures. 
I 
Apparently the mineralization is restricted to the outer halo of 
the igneous body, but it may be local in extent. This appears to 
be the case in the Robinson Mine. The quartz vein which contained 
the sulfide probably thinned to the point at which it was no longer 
feasible to work. This general area, then, near the intrusive in 
the northwest corner of the quadrangle, is the only portion of the 
quadrangle which is mineralized to any extent, but the mineraliza-
tion may be in a scale too small to warrant further attention. 
" 
The sulfides of sedimentary origin are widespread, but they 
are not in strong concentrations and probably would not have econom-
ic potential as ores of iron. The origin of t he iron sulfides have 
been treated in another section. 
In the division of non-metallics, the Quadrangle has an 
abundance of sand and gravel deposit~. However, the utilization 
of these commodities is economic~lly profitable where there is 
no transportation factor involved. This general area is sparsely 
populated, and the economics of sand and gravels does not allow 
for t ransportation over great distances to populated areas where 
they might be utilized. These deposits, ther efore, are only use-
ful locally., 
,. 
P"·.: 
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VIII GEOLOGIC HISTORY 
The oldest rocks exposed in the Anson quadrangle are those 
of the Perry Mountain formation. The' polymictic conglomerates of 
the lower part of the Perry Mountain formation are absent in the 
\ 
quadrangle. The sandy=biotite-muscovite schists are probably meta-
morphosed equivalents of areaceous shales, which were deposited in 
the geosynclinal area possibly during the last stages of uplift. 
The character of the Parmachenee formation indicates a change 
of conditions of sedimentation. The rocks are thinly bedded. The 
black slat~s and phyllites containing sulfides ar~ indicative of 
deposition in a reducing &~vironmente The int erbedded quartzite 
. .· " .. ' . ~ .\. 
also denotes changing conditions of deposition within the reducing 
environmente Since the Parmachenee formation contains little or 
I 
no siderite, the reducing conditions may have been more extreme 
than thos~ in which the Anson fo rmation was formed. Possibly the 
bas ins of accumulation were of such a nature that free circulation 
or ventilation within the basin was kept to a minimum. The areas 
of accumulation may have consisted of a series of barred basins 
with the result that the beds deposited were thicker in the center 
of the basin and thinner on the flanks of the basins. The absence 
of cross bedding indicates that the basins may have been fairly deep, 
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The Parmachenee would correspond to the "black shale". or 
"eu:x:inic facies'' of deposition described by Pettijohn (1949, p. 457). 
~ The Black Sea, which is the type euxinic region, is a steep-sided 
basin which is connected to the Mediterranean Sea by narrow straits 
(p. 458). The thickness of the Parmachenee may be highly variable 
because of the nature of the site o'f .deposition and possibly because 
I 
of the plastic nature of the rock units. 
The characteristics of the Madrid formation indicate cessa-
tion of reducing conditions. The sediments are generally thicker 
and contain only minor amounts of black slates and sulfides. In a 
geosynclinal environment we should expect changes of facies or an 
admixture of "geosynclinal" or "foreland" facies. According to Petti-
john (1949, p. 451) the sediments of the foreland or platform facies 
~ 
are deposited in shallow ~~as in,~nich the orogenic activity is more 
s tabilized. The Kennebec formation may well be a transition zone 
between the Parmachenee and the .Anson formation. The ~son formation 
may be the e~uivalent of the Madrid, but since the features of the 
Anson formation are markedly different from those of the Madrid, 
it has been described as a new formation. 
At the time that the lower section of the Madrid formation 
was being deposited as a platform facies, the Kennebec formation was 
being deposited in an adjacent barred basin. The changes in oxida-
tion potential may well have been caused by alternate opening and 
closing of the circulation barri er. As reducing conditions became 
~ 
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less intense, more oxygen was available and the formation of sulfides 
was more restricted while the formation of siderite was accelerated·. 
It is possible that a variation of oxidation pot ential existed with-
in the basin such that siderite was deposited in the higher shore-
ward portion of the bas in while sulfides w~re being depos ited in 
the deeper parts of the basin. If this is the case, then the 
Anson formation may represent a facies change of the Kennebec 
formation. This is indicated by the fact that the Anson formation 
is more coarsely clastic and contains more siderite than does the 
Kennebec formation. At the time deposition was going on in the 
basin and on the shelf, the sediments of the Madrid were being 
deposited to the west and northwest on the foreland in a more 
ventilated environment. 
.. 
The sediments which :had· accumulated in the geosyncline were 
subsequently folded. During the latter phases of the folding, the 
sediments were intruded by magmas. The sediments under,went regional 
metamorphism over most of the area. The heat involved in the meta-
morphism was most likely supplied by the intruding magmas. The age 
I 
of the intrusions is not known. 
After the intrusive action, the sediments underwent a long 
period of erosion until the Pleistoceneu During the Pleistocene, 
t hick sh~ets of ice covered the land . The movement of the ice was 
approximately in a direction S 20° E. There is no evidence for 
more than one period of glaciation. The glaciation modified the 
pre-existing topography by erosion and deposition. Glacial deposi-
tion consisted of outwash deposits in the present day Kennebec River 
valley, and generally eskers, kames, and ground moraine in the higher 
elevations. The thick ice 'sheet depressed the crust in this general 
area, resulting in an advance of the DeGeer sea during the waning 
• 
stages of the ice. The sea moved ·up the old stream valleys and cov-
ered the area now bounded by the 400 foot contour lines. If sea level 
was 200 feet lower during the late glacial stage, then the land has 
been uplifted at least 600 feet since that time. 
The sea covered the glacial valley train in the Kennebec 
River valley and deposited marine muds on the old outwash deposits. 
As the sea retreated, the Kennebec River began to cut its ~hannel 
in the ~posi;ts of outwash and marine muds , reworking the old de-
, l •. 
. ,', ,•. ' ·-·, 
posits to some extent. The uplift resulted also in the formation 
of the terraces. Since the bluffs of the terraces were exposed to 
I 
the prevailing westerly winds, and since the vegetation had not taken 
hold in the initial stage of terrace cutting, the loose sands were 
easily blown to the eastern sides of the valley forming the existing 
sand dunes. Possibly much of the sand dune areas has now been cov-
ered by vegetation. Modification of the topography has been minor 
since that time. 
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The Anson quadrangle is located in west-central Maine in 
a region which offers complex problems in structural geology, 
petrology, and stratigraphy. The geomorphology is also con-
sidered in this study. 
The formations which make up the stratigraphy of the 
quadrangle include the following (from oldest to youngest) : 
The Perry Mountain, Par.machenee, Madrid , Kennebec , and Anson 
formations. The Perry Mountain formation, which outcrops only 
in the extreme northwest corner of the quadrangle, is composed 
of well bedded quartzites intercalated with sandy biotite-mus-
.. 
covite schists and staurol.'ite. sch.i,sts. The Parmachenee formation 
consists of thinly bedded gray phyllites, impure biotite quartzites 
and black limestones. The formation contains notable amounts of 
pyrite and pyrrhotite. The Madrid formation is composed predom-
inantly of calcareous quartzite with lime-silicate minerals in the 
middle grade metamorphic zones. The for.mation contains only minor 
amounts of argillaceous rocks, and calcareous beds, and sulfides 
are absent or inconspicuous. The quartzites grade upward into the 
Dyer Hill member which is composed of chloritoid-bearing black 
slates. The Kennebec formation is composed of thinly bedded black 
sulfide-rich limestones, phyllites, and quartzites. The Anson 
formation consists of brown-mottled grits and arenaceous phyllites. 
The brown spots are caused by the oxidation of siderite. The posi-
tion and formational status of the Kennebec and Anson formations 
are still in doubt . The Anson form~tion correlates on the basis 
of similar lithology with the Vassalboro formation in the Vassal-
boro quadrangle , whi ch is Clinton in age. 
The edge of two intrusive' bodies prvject into the quad-
rangle the Black Hill pluton and the Sandy River pluton. Only 
one phase is present, quartz monzonite,which varies in texture 
from medium to coarse grain. 
The rocks near the Black Hill pluton show distinct contact 
metamorphic affects, including the presence of andalusite. The 
low-grade regionally metamorphosed rocks are restricted to the south 
.. 
and southeast portions of~,.the quadrangle, while the mille-grade 
metamorphic zone is found in the north and northwest area. There 
is no well-defined garnet isograd. 
The relationship of the siderite to the sulfides is de-
creased in detail. Siderite formed at an oxidation potential 
higher than that needed for pyrite. The sideritic rocks formed 
near the shore of the marine basin where more oxygen was available . 
The pyrrhotite in this regionwasconsidered to have been formed 
from pyrite under metamorphic conditions. An alternate explana-
tion is suggested: nrunely that initial sulfide from which the 
pyrrhotite formed n~y have been FeS rather than Fes2• This 
would involve a subtraction of iron from the primitive FeS to 
form the pyrrhotite. The rocks containing the sulfides were formed 
in a strongly reducing environment, probably a barred basin with 
restricted circulation. 
The major fold structures trend northeast-southwest. The 
axial planes of the isoclinal folds are sl ightly overturned and 
• dip to the northwest. The absence of noses of folds and the 
consistently steep dip of the beds may also be explained in terms 
of pleated folding . No large scale faulting has been observed in 
the quadrangle, although minor longitudinal faulting is not uncom-
mon. 
Glaciation modified the pre-existing topography slightly 
by deposition and erosion. Glacial striations trend between 
S200E and s 300]:. Post-glacial geomorphic features, which 
.. 
. ~ ,• . 
·, 
include alluvial terraces, falls, ice push, discordant junctions, 
and sand dunes, are all described and t heir origins are discussed . 
The marine limit in the quadrangle is considered to be at least 
at the 400 foot elevation as evidenced by marine fossils found 
just south of the Anson quadrangle. 
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~~~ MONZONITE 
Medium to coarse-grained light gray 
quartz monzonite composed of rotaf,h 
feldspar, oligoclase, q•r __ , ~·~ '~~·,it 
and biotite. 
D 
PERRY MTN. FORhlhTluN 
;ell-bedded quartzites interbedd.cd 
with sandy biotite-muscovite schiGts, 
and staurolite schists. 
D 
PAR1Ii£I:i:...Jm! FOill.:.>.TIO:T 
Interbedded and thinly ... "becl>led gray 
phyllite, impure biotite quartzites 
and black limestones. Contains 
notuble amounts of pyrite or pyr-rbotit.f\. 
~ 
MADRID FO~ION 
Predominantly calcareous quart~ites 
with lime-silicate minerals in the 
middle grade metamorphic zones. ;)yer 
Hill member at top, blac~ mus~;ive 
slate. 
D . 
.l\ENNEBEC FORMA.TiuN 
s ~ Thinly-bedded dark gray phyllites, 
lit black limestone, and impure ttuartzites. ;: 
~~ Notable amounts of sulfides Wld car-
' bonaceous matter. Minor amotmts of 
siderite. 
oo· 
D . 
.ANSON FORMATION 
Light gray grits, sandy phyllites 
and calcareous quartzites containinG 
disseminated siderite and minor 
pyrite. • 
CONTACTS 
accurate 
indefinite as sharp 
contact is lacking 
approximate ccn~act 
SYMBOLS 
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strike and dip of beds 
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strike of vertical beds 
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